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Abstract 

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a rapidly growing imaging modality 

which is based on the principle of low coherence interferometry. It can perform 

high-resolution, cross-sectional imaging of the microstructure of biological 

tissues by detecting the coherent spectrum from the backscattered light. One 

significant advantage of OCT is that it can extract structural and functional 

imaging information in real time leading to a wide range of clinical and industrial 

imaging applications. Integration of OCT technology for imaging with high axial 

and spatial resolution to enhance the structural visibility into clinical practice is 

ongoing. During the FDOCT image construction, after inverse Fourier transform, 

high spatial frequencies, corresponding to small structural information is 

removed from the interference signal. All the high spatial frequency information 

exists in the OCT signal but does not exist in the constructed OCT image and it 

reduces the sensitivity to detect small structural changes. To detect this high 

spatial frequency information in each voxel of the three-dimensional OCT image, 

nanosensitive OCT (nsOCT) method has been invented. The nsOCT method 

provides the small size structural information with nanoscale sensitivity from all 

depth profiles of one single B-frame. The motivation of the thesis is to develop a 

high-resolution SDOCT system and enhance the structural imaging capability of 

ex vivo biological tissues using the developed nanosensitive OCT. 

The first part of this thesis summarizes the fundamentals of OCT with a focus on 

the principles and key performance metrics. The various stages of development 

of OCT imaging since its invention is also summarized. Further, the thesis 

explores a development of the simple characterization scheme using fibre-based 

near-isometric resolution OCT system at a centre wavelength of 1300 nm with 

400 nm bandwidth. Despite the challenges in transporting a broadband spectrum 

using fibre-optics, the system investigation was motivated by the ever-increasing 

demand for commercialization of high-resolution OCT systems and 
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simplification of construction. Furthermore, we evaluated and demonstrated a 

direct measurement method for axial resolution using an air wedge. Imaging of 

biomedical and other samples is demonstrated using a high numerical aperture 

objective lens and compared with images from a commercial OCT system. 

Further, the effect of the improved structural visibility by achieving image voxels 

closer to an isometric shape with a high NA sample lens is presented using our 

bespoke high-resolution OCT system. 

The second part of this thesis discussed the application of nanosensitive OCT to 

improve the structural visibility with nanoscale sensitivity and broader dynamic 

range of detected spatial frequencies. The thesis demonstrates numerical and 

experimental detection of a few nanometres structural difference using the 

nsOCT method from single B-scan images of phantoms with sub-micron periodic 

structures acting like Bragg gratings. After that a single en face image is used to 

confirm the ability of nanosensitive OCT to map structural changes within the 

skin tissue with an intervening margin area at clinically relevant depths. In 

addition, the thesis compared the nsOCT en face image with a high-resolution 

confocal microscopy image from the same tissue. Different bandwidths of 

structural sizes confirm the structural differences between the healthy and 

lesional/cancerous region which further allow detection of the skin cancer 

margin. A corresponding study with other bandwidths of the lower spatial 

frequencies was done using histological images. As an another application of 

nsOCT, further the thesis demonstrated the structural changes with nanoscale 

sensitivity inside ex vivo bovine cornea associated with CXL treatment and 

clearly detected by the proposed over-sampling nsOCT method. This study shows 

that the spatial periods inside corneal stroma increased slightly after 30 minutes 

riboflavin instillation but decreased significantly after 30 min UVA irradiation. 

En face nsOCT images at different corneal depths have also confirmed the 
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consistent consequences, demonstrating that the nanoscale structural size 

decreases after the CXL treatment.    

In summary, this thesis demonstrates that the broad bandwidth high-resolution 

spectral domain OCT can be used as a tool for structural imaging of biomaterial 

in conjunction with the nsOCT approach. 
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Chapter 1 

Biophotonics and optical coherence tomography in optical imaging 

  

1.1 Introduction 

The most prevalent earlier medical imaging methods are X-ray radiography, 

ultrasound imaging (ultrasonography), X-ray computed tomography (CT), and 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Roentgen introduced X-ray as the first 

medical imaging tool in 1895 [1] and during the 20th century the use of diagnostic 

imaging became central to medical diagnosis and management. All of these 

imaging modalities are based on electromagnetic radiation or sound wave to 

explore the macroscopic range of tissue structures from an image. Over half a 

century, these imaging modalities are being used as an ideal technology for 

medical imaging and diagnostic applications. These non-invasive imaging 

techniques can give high precision and sensitivity without damaging the object 

structures. These imaging techniques do not provide micron level superior 

imaging resolution, but they give much higher penetration depth than other 

optical imaging techniques such as optical coherence tomography for clinical 

imaging of tissue structures. To detect small structural and morphological 

changes in biological materials, higher resolution optical imaging systems are 

required. 

Over the years, researchers have used light-based optical imaging systems to 

investigate the biological fundamentals of life. Nowadays, for all medical optical 

imaging, from UV to deep IR, broad spectral range light sources are used to 

investigate the biological structures. The advantage of optical imaging for 

medical applications in biological tissue is that optical photons provide 

nonionizing and safe radiation. Optical spectra which are based on absorption, 

fluorescence, Raman scattering provide biochemical information because they 

are related to molecular information. Optical absorption provides contrast for 

functional imaging. Optical scattering spectra provide information about the size 
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distribution of optical scatterers. Optical polarization provides information about 

structurally anisotropic components. Optical spectroscopy permits simultaneous 

detection of multiple contrast agents. Optical transparency in the eye provides a 

unique opportunity for high-resolution imaging of the retina, and so on. On 

account of all these advantages, optical imaging provides great potential in 

clinical diagnosis, early detection of disease, and monitoring of disease 

progression. However, for optical imaging, resolution is one of the major 

important parameters determining how much smaller structural or functional 

information of the object can be measured. Also, the penetration depth is one of 

the important parameters which can give depth information on the extent of a 

disease progress, which is especially important for clinical optical imaging 

applications. Figure 1.1 represents axial or depth resolution vs. penetration depth 

for the different medical imaging techniques. Nowadays, these techniques are 

used as standard clinical imaging for disease diagnosis [2]. From figure 1.1, it can 

be noticed that optical imaging modalities provide high axial resolution compared 

to other diagnostic imaging systems such as X-ray radiography, ultrasound 

imaging, X-ray computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) techniques. Also, figure 1.1 illustrates that, for all imaging modalities, 

image resolution is inversely proportional to the penetration depth [3]. The reason 

is the attenuation of light/sound waves returning from deeper locations inside the 

object, which increases the pixel size necessary to gather measurable signals from 

deeper areas. However, penetration depth of the input light depends on the 

absorption and scattering properties of the imaging object. Thus, absorption and 

scattering properties are typically dependent on the illumination wavelength i.e., 

the choice of the wavelength of the light source [4].   
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Fig. 1.1 Comparison of different imaging methods according to their resolutions 

and penetration depths [2]. 

Optical imaging is in widespread use in clinical diagnostics, biomedical and 

industrial research. All are based on surface imaging techniques, subsurface 

imaging techniques, and deep tissue imaging techniques. Confocal microscopy 

[5], super-resolution microscopy [6], phase microscopy [7], non-linear 

microscopy [8], second harmonic generation microscopy [9], capillaroscopy [10], 

two-photon microscope imaging [11], Raman imaging [12], and stimulated 

emission depletion tomography (STED) or super-resolution imaging [13] are 

surface imaging techniques. Most of these optical imaging procedures provide 

only two-dimensional images. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) [14], 

hyperspectral imaging [15], side stream dark field imaging (SDF) and incident 

dark field imaging (IDFI) [16] are made up with subsurface imaging techniques. 

Deep tissue imaging techniques discussed include diffuse correlation 

spectroscopy (DCS) [17], functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) [18], and 

photoacoustic tomography (PAT) [19].  
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Figure 1.1 indicates that confocal microscopy is one of the most high-resolution 

optical imaging techniques. It can acquire high-contrast 3D images up to a depth 

of 200 microns. Marvin Minsky first introduced the working principle of confocal 

imaging in 1955 [5]. After systematic improvements in the confocal microscope, 

it became an important optical imaging tool in the life sciences and in medical 

research. The resolution of the confocal microscope is higher, and penetration 

depth is more limited than other optical imaging techniques. Due to the shallow 

imaging depth, confocal microscope has limited use, especially for clinical in vivo 

imaging. Also, for ex vivo imaging requires specially prepared thin samples. 

Some highly scattering biological samples such as skin does not provide good 

quality confocal microscopy images because sample thickness is not sufficient. 

This imaging technique is used to study the principles of vessel regression [20], 

erythrocyte properties [21], and detecting skin lesions in oncology [22]. 

OCT is one of the imaging techniques that can fill the gap between the confocal 

microscope and other imaging techniques in terms of image resolution and 

imaging depth. OCT is a non-invasive imaging technique that utilizes the 

principles of interferometry to generate high-resolution, cross-sectional images 

of biological tissues. The mechanism of OCT involves the interaction of light 

with the tissue and the subsequent detection of the reflected or backscattered light. 

The basic setup of an OCT system consists of a low-coherence light source, a 

beam splitter, a reference arm, a sample arm, and a detector. The low-coherence 

light source typically emits near-infrared light, which has good tissue penetration. 

According to figure 1.1, OCT image resolution is 10-100 times higher, and the 

penetration depth is shallower compared to other clinical imaging techniques 

including ultrasound imaging, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance 

imaging. On the other hand, confocal microscopy provides better resolution than 

OCT. However, in the biological tissue penetration depth of the confocal 

microscope is limited to several hundred microns. OCT is a 3D imaging technique 
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that provides high axial and lateral resolution up to a few millimetres depth within 

the imaging object. It is a high-speed, noncontact, and non-invasive imaging 

technique. This optical imaging technique is acceptable for both in vivo and ex 

vivo imaging. Since the development of the OCT as an optical imaging technique 

in 1991, it is widely used for both structural and functional imaging applications 

[23]. For the disease diagnosis, especially in ophthalmology, OCT has become 

the gold standard clinical imaging tool for detecting morphological changes [24]. 

It has been used for many medical and surgical applications including heart and 

blood vessels [25], tumours [26], visualization of the dental structure [27] and 

diagnosis and treatment of skin diseases [28]. OCT is also used for other optical 

imaging applications including in material science [29], structural analysis of 

polymer composites [30], sensor technology [31], among many other 

applications.    

Earlier development of the OCT was based on the time-domain (TDOCT), and 

this has been applied to non-invasive cross-sectional imaging in biological tissue 

[14]. It is based on the time-domain interferometric technique. In TD-OCT, a 

broadband light source emits short pulses of light, typically in the near-infrared 

range. The light is split into two paths: the reference arm and the sample arm. The 

light in the reference arm is directed towards a mirror, while the light in the 

sample arm is directed towards the biological tissue being imaged. To capture the 

interference pattern, a movable reference mirror in the reference arm is scanned 

back and forth, changing the reference path length. As the reference mirror is 

moved, the interference pattern is detected by a photodetector. The detected 

signal is recorded as a function of time, represent the depth information. Two 

years after the development of the TDOCT in 1993, OCT was used to perform in 

vivo imaging of the retina [32]. However, the imaging speed and sensitivity of the 

earlier TDOCT systems was two A-scans/second, which is not sufficient speed 

for biomedical imaging. To increase the imaging speed of the OCT system, 
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Fercher et al. introduced SDOCT system in 1995 to measure the corneal thickness 

[33]. First swept source OCT (SSOCT) was also introduced by tuneable light 

source in 1997 [34]. Before 1997 the advantage of sensitivity was not recognized 

or demonstrated to improve the image quality of the OCT. Andretzky et al. and 

Mitsui first gave theoretical hints about the advantage of sensitivity in 1998 [35, 

36]. Five years later in 2003 Leitgeb et al., de Boer et al., Choma et al. 

demonstrated the significant advantages of the sensitivity in spectral-domain [37, 

38] and swept-source [39] OCT systems over time-domain OCT systems. They 

provided both a theoretical derivation and an experimental confirmation of the 

sensitivity. With the rapid development of the OCT technology, the imaging 

speed has been improved significantly, which was a great success of OCT as an 

in vivo medical imaging technology. An SDOCT system with an imaging speed 

of 15 kHz (A-scans/second) was demonstrated in 2003 [40]. Using the ultra-high 

speed CMOS line scan camera and SDOCT system, Benjamin et al. demonstrated 

312.5 kHz axial scan per second in 2008 [41]. Wolfgang Wieser et al. presented 

a swept source OCT system with enabling depth scan rates as high as 20.8 million 

lines per second for high quality 2D and 3D imaging of biological tissue [42]. 

Most recently, Jiqiang Kang et al. demonstrated 44.5 MHz A-scan rate SSOCT 

system with the implementation of a mode-locked fibre laser and time stretch 

techniques. This ultra-high speed makes a new record to realize high-performance 

volumetric OCT imaging in real time [43].  

In clinical studies, OCT has been used since the mid-1990s. However, it was the 

years 1995-1996, that OCT reached a significant milestone in disease diagnosis, 

becoming useful in the diagnosis of retinal and macular diseases including 

glaucoma, macular oedema, aged-related macular degeneration, and choroidal 

neovascularization [44-47]. In 1996 the first commercial ophthalmic OCT 

machine was released for clinical studies [48]. After 10 years of experimental 

validation, advances in technology and improved clinical data, OCT finally 
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became a standard of care imaging tool in ophthalmology in 2005 [49]. In the 

year of 2006 OCT imaging technique got its first FDA approval for routine 

ophthalmic care, and the OCT market began to grow [50]. In addition to the 

ophthalmic OCT system, other OCT systems for commercial clinical purposes 

such as cardiovascular, dermatology, gastroenterology, and angiographic OCT 

systems came into the market in 2004, 2010, 2013 and 2014, respectively [51]. 

All of these commercial OCT systems further expanded the OCT market for 

clinical studies. It was estimated that a total number of ~30 Million OCT imaging 

systems were in use worldwide by 2017 [51] and the OCT system market reached 

$1Bn per year. In 2021 with rising usage of OCT in clinical and industrial 

application, the global OCT market size was evaluated $1.1 Bn, and it is likely to 

reach a valuation of $1.2 Bn in 2022 [52]. That being said, integration of cutting-

edge OCT technology into clinical practice is still an evolving process. 

First generation TDOCT systems resolution were not sufficient to image small 

biological tissue structures and the axial resolution is in the order of 10-20 μm 

[53]. Fourier domain OCT (FDOCT), mostly SDOCT improved 2-3 times the 

axial resolution by improving the advanced technology such as spectral 

bandwidth and stability of the light source, sensitivity, respectively [54, 55]. In 

the past couple of years, in combination with microscopy and OCT, advanced 

techniques such as optical coherence microscopy (OCM) [56] and, line-field 

confocal optical coherence tomography (LC-OCT) [57] were developed to 

improve the axial resolution less than 1 μm with high lateral resolution, in 

conjunction with high-numerical aperture objective lens. All these techniques are 

limited to several hundred microns imaging depths to acquire volume images. 

Depth information is crucial to acquire more structural details in the deeper region 

for any kind of disease detection, for example skin cancer. OCM and LC-OCT 

can detect small structural alterations allowing differentiation of cancer or 

precancer tissues from normal tissues. These high-resolution imaging techniques 
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can be used to study cancer detection, where all the morphological changes 

happen at the sub-cellular label. There is a need to investigate the early-stage 

development of cancer within the tissue structures where they undergo the 

nanoscale structural changes as they progress. These changes can be present long 

before they manifest as a disease. To detect such structural changes, there is a 

need to improve sensitivity to structural changes at the nuclear level. It is obvious 

that to visualize the structural changes in the nanoscale label, we must improve 

the resolution. However, if the resolution is a few nanometres then it would be 

difficult to acquire a small 3D volume image like 1×1×1 mm3 from each voxel 

and one 3D volume size will be large. Due to a large volume of data size, it would 

be difficult to process the data, and it is also time-consuming. So, an ultra-high-

resolution system is not required to detect small structural changes where image 

penetration depth is limited. Instead of ultra-high-resolution systems, the more 

practical way may be the use of highly sensitive OCT systems to detect small 

structural alterations within the tissue. So, micron-scale axial and spatial 

resolutions with a highly sensitive OCT system can detect nanoscale structural 

alteration within the different tissue images. Moreover, improving the dynamic 

range of nanometre length scale sensitivity requires a broad spectral bandwidth 

light source. Within the detected broader spectral range, different nanometre 

length scale structures can be detectable from each voxel of a 3D volume [58-

60]. The motivation of this thesis is to develop a fibre-based high-resolution 

SDOCT system with a broadband supercontinuum laser light source and to 

explore the enhancement of structural imaging capability from ex vivo biological 

tissue samples. 
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1.2 Aims and objectives of the research 

 Development of a simple characterization scheme of fibre-based HR-

SDOCT system using broadband supercontinuum light source. Which aims 

to imprve axial and lateral resolutions of the SDOCT system than existing 

SDOCT system. This develop SDOCT system creates a new palatform to 

visualize detail structural information from biological tissues with higher 

resolution.  

 Design LabVIEW program that will control the main components (like 

galvo scanner and spectrometer) and create a single interface to control the 

whole system and reconstruct a depth profile from the raw data. 

 Evaluation and demonstration of the direct measurement method for axial 

resolution using an air wedge and compare axial resolution with a 

commercial OCT system. The aim of this simple measurement method is 

to demonstrate the capability of high axial resolution measurement in a 

simple way.   

 Improve the structural visibility by achieving image voxels closer to an 

isometric shape with a high NA sample lens and comparison with the 

existing commercial system. 

 Demonstration of nanosensitive OCT (nsOCT) model for ex vivo human 

skin cancer intervening margin detection and comparative study with high-

resolution confocal microscopy imaging. This nsOCT method would 

enable to distrihush healthy and lesional region from different nanoscale 

structural imformations of a single en face image.  

 Demonstration of over-sampling nsOCT model on ex vivo bovine cornea 

to detect the nanoscale structural alteration which is associated with cross-

linking treatment. The proposed over-sampling nsOCT has the potential to 

detect the nanoscale structural information from the different corneal depth 
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without any additional components. Which could be use as a novel clinical 

imaging system for ophthalmic applicatons. 

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

The chapters of this thesis are presented as summarized below: 

Chapter 1: This chapter introduces the domain of existing medical optical 

imaging methods with their applications, resolution, and penetration depths. The 

chapter also provides details history and development of OCT technology over 

the years.  

Chapter 2: This chapter discusses the fundamental principles of the OCT. To 

optimize the OCT system. Key performance metrics are explained. A detailed 

description of the different OCT methods including time domain and Fourier 

domain are described. This chapter also provides details on the existing structural 

imaging applications using OCT. The chapter provides the technical context for 

the chapters that follow and are explored in this thesis. 

Chapter 3: This chapter presents a simple characterization scheme for OCT 

system using a supercontinuum laser light source. This chapter introduces a fibre-

based near isometric resolution OCT system at a centre wavelength of 1300 nm 

with an axial resolution of 3.8 µm in air and lateral resolution of 5.5 µm. In this 

chapter we also evaluate and demonstrate the direct measurement method for 

axial resolution using an air wedge and compared axial resolution with a 

commercial OCT system. Imaging of biomedical and other samples is 

demonstrated using a high numerical aperture sample lens and compared with 

images from a commercial OCT system. This chapter also discusses the effect of 

the improved structural visibility by achieving image voxels closer to an isometric 

shape with a high NA sample lens. 
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Chapter 4: In this chapter, we present a recently developed technique, 

nanosensitive OCT (nsOCT), improved using broadband supercontinuum laser, 

and demonstrate nanoscale sensitivity to structural changes within ex vivo human 

skin tissue. This chapter starts with an explanation of the underlying principles of 

the nsOCT theory before moving on to the detailed processing steps required to 

form nsOCT images. Further, we demonstrated numerical and experimental 

detection of a few nanometres structural differences using the nsOCT method 

from phantoms with sub-micron periodic structures, acting like Bragg gratings. 

Then we show that nsOCT can distinguish nanoscale structural changes at the 

skin cancer margin from the healthy region, in en face images at clinically 

relevant depths. This chapter also describes the comparison of the nsOCT en face 

image with an existing high-resolution imaging modality, in this instance, 

confocal microscopy image to confirm the structural differences between the 

healthy and lesional/cancerous regions. 

Chapter 5: This chapter presents the application of over-sampling nanosensitive 

optical coherence tomography (nsOCT) method for probing the corneal structural 

alterations. Further, as an advantage of over-sampling nsOCT we discuss 

numerical and experimental detection of a few nanometres structural differences 

using the over-sampling nsOCT method from phantoms with sub-micron periodic 

structures. We then show that over-sampling nsOCT can distinguish nanoscale 

structural alteration during ex vivo corneal corneal cross-linking (CXL) treatment. 

Chapter 6: This chapter summarises the thesis based on experimental findings 

and recommended future directions for the research presented in the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Fundamental principles and applications of optical coherence tomography 

2.1 Basic Theory 

OCT is a non-contact optical imaging technique that is used to perform high-

resolution, cross-sectional imaging of internal microstructures in biological 

systems and materials by measuring the echo time delay and magnitude of 

backscattered light. All OCT implementations are based on the concept of low-

coherence interferometry (LCI) to generate the interference signals [1, 2]. 

Therefore, a low-coherence interferometry setup is the core of any OCT system. 

Despite the fact that there are many interference setups, the free space optics-

based Michelson interferometric setup illustrated in figure 2.1 will be used to 

demonstrate the basic concepts of light interference and its function in OCT 

imaging. Michelson interferometric setup build-up with a low coherence light 

source, a beam splitter, a detector, a reference arm, and a sample arm. The light 

from a low coherence light source is split into two paths after the beam splitter 

and the two beam paths directing along the two different arms of the 

interferometer. When the light exits from the light source, it is shaped using 

various optical components such as lenses, apertures, and mirrors. In the sample 

arm, the light is backscattered from the different layers of the sample. In the 

reference arm, the light is back-reflected from a reference mirror and it returns 

into the interference system. The scattered and back-reflected light recombines at 

the beam splitter after travelling the same path length and it generates an 

interference pattern when their optical path length difference is within the 

coherence length of the light source, which is recorded by the detector [3]. 

When the reference mirror is moved along the propagation direction of light, the 

returning reference light for different locations of the mirror forms interference 

patterns with the sample arm backscattered light from the corresponding depths 

within the sample. That is, an interference will occur at the detector when the 
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optical path length difference between the two arms is same. For each sample 

point a single interference pattern detected by the detector is called a depth scan 

or an A-scan of the OCT signal. Scanning the sample arm beam across the sample 

surface at each position of the beam forms an OCT image. Hence, a series of A-

scans at different locations form an OCT image and it is known as a B-scan or B-

frame [4].     

In the Michelson interferometric setup, the complex electric field originating 

from the light source is described as [5] 

𝐸𝑖 = 𝑆(𝜅, 𝜔)𝑒𝑖(𝜅𝑧−𝜔𝑡)                                         (2.1) 

where κ is the wave number and ω is the frequency component of the light source, 

t and z are functions of space and time. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Schematic of a time domain OCT system 

As shown in figure 2.1 the electric field passing through the beam splitter after 

returning from the sample arm, the backscattered electric field can be written as 

[6], 
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𝐸𝑆 =  
𝐸𝑖

√2
∑ 𝑟𝑠𝑛𝑒−𝑖2𝑘𝑧𝑛𝑁

𝑛=1                                     (2.2) 

 

where 𝐸𝑆 and 𝐸𝑖 are the scattered and incident field. Within the sample, 𝑟𝑠𝑛 

represents the reflectivity of layer n at distance 𝑧𝑛. 

The electric field passing through the beam splitter after returning from the 

reference arm, the back reflected electric field can be written as [6], 

𝐸𝑅 =  
𝐸𝑖

√2
𝑟𝑅𝑒−𝑖2𝑘𝑧𝑅                                          (2.3) 

 

𝐸𝑅 and 𝑟𝑅 represent the back reflected electric field from the reference arm and 

reflectivity of the reference mirror. Where 𝑧𝑅 is the path length of the reference 

mirror from the beam splitter. The backscattered and back reflected electric field 

recombines after passing through the beam splitter and this recombine signal is 

detected by the photodetector which generates photocurrent. Depending on the 

path length differences between the two arms constructive and destructive 

interference occurs. The recombined signal can be written as [6] 

𝐼(𝜅, 𝜔) =  
𝜌

2
< |𝐸𝑆 + 𝐸𝑅|2 > = < (𝐸𝑆 +  𝐸𝑅)(𝐸𝑆 + 𝐸𝑅)∗ > 

= 
𝜌

2
(< 𝐸𝑆𝐸𝑆

∗ > + < 𝐸𝑅𝐸𝑅
∗ >  +2®{< 𝐸𝑅𝐸𝑅

∗ >})                 (2.4) 

 

Expanding equation 2.4 using Euler’s rule to generate a real result for the detector 

current as a function of wave number can be written as [6] 

𝐼(𝜅) =  
𝜌

4 
[𝑆(𝜅)( 𝑟𝑠1 + 𝑟𝑠2 + 𝑟𝑠3 + ⋯ )]   ‘DC terms’ 

+
𝜌

2 
[ 𝑆(𝜅) ∑ √𝑟𝑅𝑟𝑠𝑛 (𝑁

𝑛=1 𝐶𝑜𝑠(2𝑘(𝑧𝑅 − 𝑧𝑠𝑛)) ) ]   ‘Cross correlation terms’ 
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+
𝜌

4 
[ 𝑆(𝜅) ∑ √𝑟𝑠𝑚𝑟𝑠𝑛 (𝑁

𝑛≠𝑚=1  𝐶𝑜𝑠(2𝑘(𝑧𝑠𝑚 − 𝑧𝑠𝑛)) ) ]   ‘Auto correlation terms’ 

(2.5) 

Here, ρ is the responsivity of the detector. S(κ) is the power spectral density of 

the light source. 𝑟𝑠𝑚 and 𝑟𝑠𝑛 are sample reflectivities at layer m and n respectively,  

𝑧𝑠𝑚 and 𝑧𝑠𝑛 are the pathlengths to the layers m and n within the sample measured 

from the beam splitter. Equation 2.5 has three different components of the 

detector. The first term is referred to as ‘constant’ or ‘DC’ component. Each 

sample reflector has a "cross-correlation" component, which is dependent on the 

light source wavenumber and the path length difference between the reference 

arm and the sample reflectors. In typical OCT system designs, ‘autocorrelation’ 

terms that indicate interference between the different sample reflectors appear as 

artifacts. The ‘cross-correlation’ term is the interference between the sample and 

the reference arm (desired OCT signal) [6].   

 

2.2 Key Performance Metrics of OCT 

Several key parameters are used to design, develop, and compare the performance 

of the OCT systems. The key parameters are the central wavelength and spectral 

range of the light source, axial resolution, lateral resolution, depth of focus, total 

imaging depth, roll-off, and sensitivity. 

2.2.1 Central Wavelength and Spectral Range 

We start with the central wavelength and the spectral range of the light source 

since it would measure or affect the rest of the key parameters. Generally, 

depending on the application, three wavelength ranges of OCT systems are 

frequently used: ~800 nm, ~1064 nm, and 1300 nm. For most ophthalmic 

applications, ~800 nm centre wavelength OCT system is used because for this 

particular optical window water absorption is low compared to 1064 nm and 1300 
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nm wavelength as shown in figure 2.2 [7,8]. Particularly for skin tissue imaging 

1300 optical window is used and it can enhance penetration depth and imaging 

contrast due to low scattering at deeper penetration depth and absorption will be 

reasonably low. The characteristics of absorption are obtained by analyzing the 

known spectral absorption of skin components, such as hemoglobin, melanin, and 

water, along with the scattering properties of the dermis. Recently a few research 

groups used ~1700 nm centre wavelength OCT system with a broad spectral 

range for ultra-high-resolution imaging and deep tissue mouse brain imaging [9, 

10]. Also, a few research groups used the visible wavelength optical window 

OCT system for human retina imaging to achieve less than one-micron resolution, 

where the water absorption is low compared to the 800 nm optical window as 

shown in figure 2.2 [11]. 

 

Fig. 2.2 Left y-axis represent absorption coefficients of melanin, oxygenated 

haemoglobin, and water. Right y-axis represents the scattering coefficient  

(cm-1) of skin. x-axis represents the wavelength of light source [8].  
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2.2.2 Axial Resolution     

Axial resolution is one of the key parameters of the OCT system, it shows the 

resolving power of the OCT along the depth direction. Generally, for a Gaussian 

shape optical spectrum [12] of the light source we can derive the theoretical axial 

resolution of the OCT system as  

∆𝑧 =  
2ln (2)

𝜋𝑛

𝜆𝑐
2

∆𝜆𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚
                                        (2.6) 

where λc is the central wavelength of the light source and Δλfwhm is the full width 

half maximum spectral bandwidth of the light source spectrum. From equation 

2.6, it can be observed that the theoretical axial resolution of the OCT system 

depends on the central wavelength and spectral bandwidth of the light source. 

However, in the experimental OCT system, the spectral bandwidth of the detected 

signal is always affected by a few factors like the transmission window and 

optical property of the optical or optomechanical components and the detection 

range of the detector [13, 14]. For the broadband light source usually the spectrum 

shape is not Gaussian and it would affect the axial resolution as well. During the 

signal processing, the spectral shaping technique can be used to convert 

Gaussian-shape spectra from non-Gaussian-shaped spectra to suppress the 

sidelobes. In order to maintain the axial resolution in deeper imaging depth 

spectral resampling would require if the detected signal were not linearly sampled 

in wavenumber. Generally, 800 nm and 1300 nm optical window OCT systems 

the typical axial resolutions are 1-4 μm and 5-10 μm.  

2.2.3 Lateral Resolution 

Another important parameter of the OCT system is lateral or transverse 

resolution, it is independent of the bandwidth of the light source and axial 

resolution. Lateral resolution is determined by the sample arm objective lens 

beam spot size of the focused beam and the focusing media in front of the sample 
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[7].  The theoretical lateral resolution follows the Abbe’s criteria, which is given 

by 

∆𝑥 =  0.37
𝜆𝑐

𝑁𝐴
                                            (2.7) 

where λc is the central wavelength of the light source. NA is the numerical aperture 

of the sample arm objective lens. NA = n sin(α), where α is the angle between the 

optics axis and the wedge converging beam at the focal plane of the objective 

lens. n is the refractive index of the objective lens glass material.    

2.2.4 Depth of Focus 

The depth of focus of an OCT system refers to the range of distances over which 

the system can obtain sharp and well-resolved images. It is a measure of the axial 

or depth resolution of the OCT system. The theoretical value of the depth of focus 

or confocal parameter is determined by the following formula 

DOF = 2𝑏𝑧𝑟 = 
2𝑛𝜆𝑐

𝑁𝐴2
                                  (2.8) 

where b is the confocal parameter and 𝑧𝑟 is the Rayleigh range which is twice of 

the confocal parameter [15, 16]. From the above equation it can be observed that 

the high NA objective lens provide sharp image but only allow shallow depth of 

focus but may struggle to maintain focus outside of this range. Meanwhile, a low 

NA objective would limit the lateral resolution but provides a broader depth of 

focus. Depth of focus is a trade-off between axial resolution and imaging range. 

Most of the OCT imaging system performed using low NA lens with higher axial 

resolution to allowing the system to capture sharp images over a larger depth 

range. With a longer depth of focus may sacrifice some axial resolution, while a 

system with a smaller septh of focus provides higher resolution but with a limited 

range. 
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2.2.5 Total Measurement range / Imaging depth  

For the TDOCT, the measurement range is purely determined by the travel range 

of the reference mirror translation stage. So, obtained sample reflectivity profile 

along the depth is depends on the reference mirror movement. For FDOCT, the 

measurement range is inversely proportional to the spectral sampling interval. 

The spectral sampling interval is determined by Δλ/N, and the measurement range 

given by [16, 17] 

∆𝑧 =  
𝜆𝑐

2

4𝑛∆𝜆𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑁                                               (2.9) 

where N is the number of pixels or number of sampling points in an axial scan. 

Δλ is the bandwidth of the light source. From the above equation it can be 

observed that for a particular central wavelength if the bandwidth of the light 

source is increased then the imaging depth will decrease.     

2.2.6 Sensitivity and Roll-Off 

Sensitivity measurement of an OCT system determines the minimum sample 

reflectivity, and it can provide a figure of merit for system characterization and 

evaluation [7, 18]. For the SDOCT system, the theoretical (assumed no optical 

loss and for Gaussian spectrum) shot noise limit sensitivity is defined as  

Sensitivity = 10log (
𝜌𝜂𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑒
 𝑃0𝜅𝑠)                           (2.10) 

where ρ represents the spectrometer efficiency, η denotes quantum efficiency of 

the detection unit. Tint and 𝑃0 are camera integration time and average optical 

power entering the interferometer, 𝜅𝑠 represents the coupling coefficient of the 

coupler. Sensitivity roll-off is determined from the decrease in sensitivity with 

respect to imaging depth. Usually, for all the OCT systems sensitivity decreases 

by a certain value (like 3 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB) from the peak value within a few 

millimetres of imaging depth. The finite pixel size of the line detector and the 
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finite spot size created by the spectrometer optics are the two main factors in the 

characteristic decrease of sensitivity of the SDOCT.      

2.3 Time-domain and Frequency-domain OCT 

Since the first implementation of the OCTs, numerous approaches have been 

explored to develop OCT systems, all based on the fundamental principle of 

Michelson interferometry. The earlier development of the OCT systems is based 

on the time-domain [4, 7]. Since the implementation of the OCT systems three 

main technical approaches are used to develop OCT systems. Currently, all OCT 

systems used in industry and research fall into one of three categories: time-

domain (TDOCT), Fourier-domain/ Spectral-domain (FD/SDOCT) or swept-

source (SSOCT). However, for the clinical and commercial purposes spectral-

domain OCT systems are mainly used, it has some advantages over the time-

domain systems.  

TDOCT system is based on the Michelson interferometric detection technique 

with a low coherence light source and scanning reference delay. The low 

coherence light split into the two paths by an optical beam splitter. The back 

reflected light from the reference mirror that is on a controlled translation motion, 

and it allows the reference light to travel a known path length and to undergo a 

measurable variable time delay. The backscattered light from the sample arm 

recombined with the reference light producing interference patterns after 

travelling the same optical path length. The measured interference pattern or 

intensity of the combined light detected by the detector is a function of time. Thus, 

the interference signal provides the sample depth information and the location of 

various structures within the sample. Unlike the TDOCT, for the FDOCT and 

SSOCT systems are used stationary reference reflector to measure the intensity 

of the interferogram as a function of wavelength. Then the measured intensity 

spectrum relates to the sample depth profile by performing an inverse Fourier 

transform. In general FDOCT is based on the Fourier relation between the 
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scattering amplitude and scattering potential [19, 20]. In the FDOCT the returning 

sample beam comes from the different layers of the backscatters located at 

various depths which is made up with multiple partial waves. The wavelength 

dependent spectrum detected by the detector and the detected spectrum is the sum 

of all the individual interference fringe. In this way FDOCT acquires all data 

points from all axial depths and one depth profile formed by inverse Fourier 

transform axial scan produces an A-line. The main difference between the 

TDOCT and FDOCT detection technique is that the reference arm in a FDOCT 

system has a static reflector instead of moving one as in TDOCT. In TD-OCT, 

the depth information is obtained by scanning the reference mirror along the axial 

direction while measuring the interference signal. However, TD-OCT suffers 

from limited sensitivity due to the slow scanning speed of the reference mirror, 

which results in longer acquisition times and increased susceptibility to noise. In 

contrast, FD-OCT utilizes a spectrally broad light source and measures the 

spectral interference pattern directly using a spectrometer. The spectrometer 

captures the interference signals from different depths simultaneously, allowing 

for fast and parallel acquisition of the depth information. The high-speed data 

acquisition enables FD-OCT to capture a larger number of interference signals, 

increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity. Due to the static reflector in 

the reference arm, FDOCT systems are capable of higher data acquisition speeds 

and higher sensitivity compared to TDOCT system. R. Leitgeb et al demonstrated 

the performane of Fourier domain vs. time domain OCT and shown that FDOCT 

systems have a larger sensitivity advantage and allow for sensitivities well above 

80dB, even in situations with low light levels and high speed detection [21]. 
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Fig. 2.3 The red line shows the theoretical sensitivity for FDOCT. The blue line is 

the TDOCT sensitivity for an unbalanced configuration. The squared dots are the 

actual measured system sensitivities for our FDOCT system [21]. 

Due to improvements of the light source and detection technology, FDOCT has 

split into two main approaches: spectral domain OCT (SDOCT) and swept source 

OCT (SSOCT) [22, 23]. In the SDOCT systems spectrometer is used as a detector 

on the other hand for the SSOCT system photodiode is used to detect the 

interference signals. For the SDOCT and SSOCT broadband light sources are 

used but the SSOCT splits the input light into narrow spectral lines across the 

available bandwidth of the light source. Swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) is an 

imaging technique used in OCT that utilizes a tunable laser source to obtain depth 

information about the sample being imaged. The swept-source laser rapidly 

sweeps its wavelength across the selected range during data acquisition. As the 

wavelength is swept, the interference signal is recorded by photodetector at 

different wavelengths.  
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In the SDOCT, a broadband light source such as supercontinuum light and a 

spectrometer are used to detect all the modulated spectral information at the same 

time from the recombined signals. The spectral interferogram ID (k) is then given 

by [24] 

𝐼𝐷(𝑘)  ∝  𝑆(𝑘) ∑ √𝑅𝑛𝑅𝑅
𝑁
𝑛=1  (cos 2𝑘0𝑧𝑛)                    (2.11) 

where S(k) the optical power density of the light source is described as a function 

of wavenumber k = 2π/λ. 𝑅𝑅 represents the reflectivity of the reference mirror. 

𝑅𝑛 denotes the backscattered light from the 𝑧𝑛depth position of the N layers.  

To access the sample reflectivity profile, inverse Fourier transform is applied on 

equation 2.11, which finally yields the A-scan [24] 

𝐼𝐷(𝑧)  ∝ ∑ √𝑅𝑛𝑅𝑅
𝑁
𝑛=1 [𝛾 (2𝑧𝑛) +  𝛾 (−2𝑧𝑛)]                (2.12) 

where the coherence envelope γ(𝑧𝑛) is the inverse Fourier transform of the 

normalized power spectrum S(k). In equation 2.11, 𝐼𝐷(𝑘) is a real valued function, 

its complex-valued Fourier transform has an ambiguity between positive and 

negative frequencies, which gives rise to the mirror terms in equation 2.12. In 

equation 2.12 only the term shown which encodes the sample properties and it is 

corresponding represents cross-correlation of the electric field amplitude of the 

two arms [23]. Generally, a constant DC term and an auto-correlation term 

together makes self-interference within the sample also it contributes to the final 

interferogram as well. Follows from equation 2.5, the mathematical form of the 

final detected sample depth profile (A-line) or detected interferogram after 

inverse Fourier transform can be written as  

𝐼𝐷(𝑧) =  
𝜌

8 
[𝛾(𝑧)( 𝑟𝑠1 +  𝑟𝑠2 + 𝑟𝑠3 + ⋯ )]   ‘DC terms’ 

+
𝜌

4
[ 𝛾(𝑧) ∑ √𝑟𝑅𝑟𝑠𝑛 (𝑁

𝑛=1 𝛾[2(𝑧𝑅 − 𝑧𝑠𝑛)] +  𝛾[−2(𝑧𝑅 − 𝑧𝑠𝑛)] ]  ‘Cross 

correlation terms’ 
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+
𝜌

8 
[ 𝛾(𝑧) ∑ √𝑟𝑠𝑚𝑟𝑠𝑛 (𝑁

𝑛≠𝑚=1  𝛾[2(𝑧𝑅 − 𝑧𝑠𝑛)] +  𝛾[−2(𝑧𝑅 − 𝑧𝑠𝑛)] ]  ‘Auto 

correlation terms’                                                                                          (2.13) 

 

 𝑟𝑠𝑚 and 𝑟𝑠𝑛are represent sample reflectivity at layers m and n respectively, 𝑧𝑠𝑚 

and 𝑧𝑠𝑛 are the path lengths to the layers m and n within the sample measured 

from the beam splitter.  

2.4 Imaging Application using OCT 

Since the development of OCT, medical imaging applications are still dominating 

using OCT [25]. In 1991 Fujimoto first reported OCT application in 

ophthalmology [1]. Advances in OCT technology have made it possible to use in 

a wide variety of medical and surgical applications, including gastroenterology, 

dermatology, cardiology, oncology, and others. Apart from the medical imaging 

applications, OCT has a few non-medical applications such as material science, 

structural analysis of polymer composites, sensor technology, and others [25]. 

OCT has some specific advantages compared with other optical techniques such 

as depth resolution is independent of the sample beam aperture and the coherence 

gate can substantially improve the probing depth in scattering media. Also, 

resolution and sensitivity of the OCT are high compared to non-optical imaging 

modalities. However, the biggest limitation of OCT compared to other imaging 

modalities in medical imaging is limited penetration depth in scattering media up 

to a few millimetres [27]. 

2.4.1 OCT in Ophthalmology  

The first ophthalmic imaging application was based on the time-domain OCT [1].  

Between the years 1995 and 2005 clinical trials were conducted using TDOCT 

by many research groups. They have confirmed the usefulness of the cross-

sectional eye tissue images in medical diagnosis [28-31]. Due to the low imaging 
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speed of the TDOCT, resolution and sensitivity of the cross-section image was 

not sufficient to detect small pathological changes. To image the human eye, 

especially such structures as conjunctiva, cornea with a tear film, crystalline lens, 

optic nerve head, and retina FDOCT with visible or near-infrared light source is 

appropriate choice. Using FDOCT first retinal image were shown in 2002 with a 

moderate imaging speed of 1000 A-scans/Second [32]. Over the year OCT 

technique has improved due to advanced technology. Currently, ultrahigh-

resolution SDOCT is the standard for ophthalmic applications with the imaging 

speed (A-scan/Second) range 128-250 kHz. Retinal images with 2.7 microns 

axial resolution at 840 nm ultrahigh resolution SDOCT have been demonstrated. 

OCT has already become a standard method for investigating the posterior region 

of the eye particularly for the retinal imaging. 

2.4.2   OCT in Gastroenterology and Dermatology 

Gastroenterological OCT was first described by Izatt et al in 1996. They showed 

that OCT images can describe internal histological-level tissue microstructure in 

bulk gastrointestinal (GI) tissue samples [33]. Rollins et al showed that 

endoscopic OCT imaging clearly observes the substructure of the mucosa and 

submucosa in GI organs and details structures such as glands, blood vessels, pits, 

villi, and crypts. Over the year endoscopic OCT tools have been developed to 

diagnose and investigate clinical problems of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract 

including the oesophagus, stomach, small intestine, and colon [34, 35]. Recently, 

with the development of FDOCT techniques using broadband light sources, 

endoscopic OCT images have been improved with high imaging speed and close 

to sub-cellular level resolution [36].  

OCT was first described in dermatology applications in 1997 [37]. OCT is less 

established in the field of dermatology because the scattering of light strongly 

limits the penetration depth into the skin. To overcome these issues longer 

wavelengths (typically around 1300 nm centre wavelength) are chosen for skin 
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Imaging. In the longer wavelength region, it can enhance the penetration depth 

due to low scattering and reasonably low absorption [38]. Another important 

parameter of the OCT is resolution to recognize the details of the structures in the 

skin. To improve the resolution beyond regular OCT, the longer wavelength 

region broadband light sources has been used with FDOCT technique [39]. From 

the last decade in dermatology applications, OCT has been increasingly used for 

variety of skin diseases, monitor treatment response, and plan excisions of skin 

cancers and non-cancerous skin diseases [40]. Figure 2.3 represent the 3D OCT 

in vivo image of the human skin [41].  

 

 

Fig. 2.4 High-resolution in vivo 3D OCT image of healthy hman skin [41].  
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2.4.3 OCT in Other Biomedical Applications 

OCT has been used to images the heart and blood vessels and it is able to produce 

three-dimensional images with cellular/subcellular axial resolution within a few 

millimetres scale penetration depth. Xinwen Yao et al demonstrated the 

feasibility of OCT to examine myocardium specimens from fresh human and 

swine hearts [42-43]. To visualize the dental structures OCT has been used. A. Z. 

Freitas et al showed the clinical advantage of the OCT technique to make 

qualitative and quantitative analysis of dental health from the 3D images of a 

dental microstructure [44, 45].   

2.4.4 OCT in Developmental Biology 

OCT is ideally suited for monitoring the growth and development of biological 

tissues due to its high-resolution, real-time, and noninvasive imaging capabilities. 

To understand the formation of functional organs requires observation of 

dynamic changes in the cellular architecture. OCT provides the capability to 

image the functional and morphological changes in the living biology model [46]. 

Spectral domain OCT technique is being used as a new technique to image 

biological events at early stage of growth that take place in organisms [47].  

2.4.5 OCT in Material Imaging 

White light-based low coherence interferometry has been used for many years in 

metrological based industry a position sensor [48], and thickness measurement of 

thin films. Using broadband light, Denkers et al showed the application of OCT 

in non-destructive evaluation of highly scattering polymer-matrix composites to 

estimate residual porosity, fibre architecture, and structural integrity [49]. 

Bashkansky et al shown detection of the subsurface extent of the Hertzian crack 

on the surface of a silicon nitride ball from the OCT images [50]. Spectral domain 

OCT technique is widely used to sensor technology [51, 52] due to its high 

sensitivity and fast imaging speed.  
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2.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we introduced basic working principles, theoretical framework, 

and key performance metrics of the optical coherence tomography. Three types 

of OCT were introduced including time-domain, spectral domain, and swept 

source OCTs. Also, this chapter described the advantages of Fourier domain OCT 

compared to earlier development of the TDOCT. Various key performance 

metrics such as central wavelength and spectral range of the light source, axial 

resolution, lateral resolution, depth of focus, total imaging depth, roll-off and 

sensitivity were discussed in this chapter. Further, a brief description of OCT 

applications in all different aspects were discussed, mainly based on biomedical 

research and clinical or industrial applications.  
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Chapter 3  

Development and simple characterization scheme of fibre-based near-

isometric high-resolution optical coherence tomography system 

3.1 Introduction  
 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a high speed, noncontact, non-invasive 

imaging technology that provides high axial resolution to depths of 1 to 2 

millimetres within biological samples [1, 2]. OCT is a powerful imaging 

technique which facilitates depth resolved information from interferometrically 

separated backscattered photons from different layers of samples. OCT is widely 

used for both structural and functional imaging applications for disease diagnosis 

such as that of the eye [3, 4], heart and blood vessels [5–8], tumours [9, 10], 

visualization of dental structure [11–13], diagnosis and treatment of skin 

disorders [14–16]. OCT is used for imaging in material science [17], structural 

analysis of polymer composites [18, 19], sensor technology [20, 21], among many 

other applications. Spectral-domain OCT (SDOCT) is a widely used modality 

due to its high sensitivity and fast imaging speed [22–26].   

The axial resolution of OCT system is determined by the characteristics of the 

light source. Specifically, it is inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the light 

source and proportional to the square of the central wavelength of the light source 

[27]. With the development of high-resolution spectral-domain OCT (HR-

SDOCT), supercontinuum generation light sources have attracted much attention 

in the last two decades. Supercontinuum generation light sources have several 

advantages over super luminescent diodes such as high output power, extremely 

broad spectral bandwidth, and a comparatively high degree of spatial coherence. 

M. Szkulmowski et al. first demonstrated a free space spectral domain OCT 

system with a supercontinuum light source for high resolution in vivo imaging, 

and achieved 4 μm axial OCT image resolution and 20 μm lateral resolution in 

the 0.75 μm to 0.95 μm spectral window [28]. Suitable spectral bandwidth for 
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deep imaging in tissue is around of 1300 nm P. Cimalla et al. demonstrated a 

dual-band, free space SDOCT system based on a supercontinuum laser. They 

reported 4.5 μm and 7 μm axial resolution in air within the spectral windows of 

0.7 μm to 0.9 μm and 1.1 μm to 1.4 μm, respectively [29]. These proposed 

supercontinuum SDOCT systems were mainly based on free-space optics. 

Several OCT research groups have developed free-space TDOCT and SDOCT 

[6, 30] systems using supercontinuum light sources but only a few research 

groups have demonstrated supercontinuum source and fibre-based SDOCT 

systems (Table 3.1) centred at 1300 nm wavelength corresponding to an axial and 

lateral resolution of 8 μm and 15 μm in air [31, 32]. M. Maria et al. compared the 

noise performance of three different supercontinuum light sources using a fibre-

based OCT configuration [33]. Although, it is to be expected that the axial 

resolution may improve with increased spectral bandwidth, we discuss the air-

wedge method for direct evaluation of the axial resolution. Also, more accurate 

characterization may become more relevant for fibre-based OCT systems in the 

future, to provide improved tuning and calibration. More- over, our system design 

evaluates the use of a high NA sample lens to improve isometry of the image 

voxel, which becomes relevant with improved axial resolution. Although many 

system designs try to maximize imaging depth using lower NA sample lenses, 

high NA sample lenses are of interest for improved sensitivity to small structures 

in shallower sample regions, such as for skin cancer detection. K. C. Zhou et al. 

and C. K. Chang et al. have discussed the importance of isometric resolution in 

OCT [34–36].   

As the system designed for this study is intended for skin imaging, a centre 

wavelength at 1300 nm was chosen because it offers the best compromise 

between penetration depth, water absorption, and axial resolution. In biological 

applications, scattering and water absorption are highly dependent on the 

wavelength of the light source. In the longer wavelength region, it can enhance 

penetration depth and imaging contrast due to low scattering at deeper penetration 
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depths where multiple scattered photons dominate over ballistic photons [37, 38], 

and absorption will be reasonably low.   

A fibre-based SDOCT system has advantages over free space regarding 

commercialized designs. Fibre-optics are easier to assemble, have better stability 

(less sensitive to vibration, airflow, and temperature fluctuation), and handling is 

simplified, which may be important for the construction of future medical 

imaging devices. 

 In this chapter, we present a high axial resolution of 3.7 μm based on the 

bandwidth of the light-source and a measured resolution in air of 3.8 μm. We 

experimentally validate a lateral resolution of 5.5 μm using a USAF target with a 

fibre-based HR-SDOCT system with a supercontinuum light source and a 

spectral window between 1100 nm to 1500 nm. We also provide a more rigorous 

analysis using an air-wedge for the characterization and validation of the axial 

resolution. The maximum sensitivity was measured to be 109 dB at an A-line rate 

of 73 kHz averaging 1024 A-lines. We demonstrate imaging on biological tissue, 

including qualitative discussion.   

Table 3.1 
Public reported axial resolution of fibre-optic based HR-SDOCT systems with 

centre wavelength of 1300nm  
  

Authors  Axial resolution (µm)  Lateral resolution 

(µm)  

Yi-Jing You, et al., Laser Phys. 

Lett., 2015 [31].  

8.1 (air)  Not stated.  

C. Chen, et al., Biomed. Opt. 

Express., 2018 [32].  

8 (air)  15  

M. Maria et al., Proc. Of SPIE, 

2017 [33].  

4 (air)  Not stated.  

Presented System  3.8 (air)  5.5  

  

 
Along with the OCT system characterization, we evaluate a low-cost air-wedge-

based measurement standard. Many publications suggest a wide variety of OCT 
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phantoms that are often difficult to replicate or impossible to obtain 

commercially. For instance, the APL-OP01 OCT phantom (Arden photonics 

Ltd.) is a valuable and easily applicable standard that characterizes essential 

parameters for OCT systems. Whereas the commercial phantom provides good 

repeatability of geometric structures and allows characterizing the PSF on 

inscribed reflectors and different depth positions, it would not allow direct 

measurement of the axial resolution limits as it would be difficult to provide 

embedded reflecting structures with known size and sufficient accuracy. Laser 

inscription of structures into fused silica is a favoured method in laboratories that 

have suitable laser equipment and expertise to create phantoms with known 

structures [39]. Also, the air wedge using standard microscope slides will not be 

able to provide high accuracy. However, a user or a well-equipped laboratory may 

find it easy to modify the construction with more accurate methods and materials, 

offering the flexibility to design a phantom for specific characterization goals. 

For instance, different wedge slopes may be of interest in studying the impact of 

interference artefacts on closely spaced structures and layers. Moreover, the 

wedge can be embedded in different liquids to study different effects due to 

refractive index changes and dispersion still having the capability to modify the 

wedge spacing.  

 

3.2 Materials and Methods  

3.2.1 Experimental System Setup  

 
 

For this study, no detailed evaluation of the relative intensity noise (RIN) was 

performed, as it would not contribute significantly to the evaluation of the axial 

resolution. The supercontinuum light source (SuperK EXU6, NKT Photonics) is 

advertised for OCT applications, suggesting that the RIN values are better than 

100 dB. Our system design (see schematic Fig. 1) uses a low noise, non-polarized, 

supercontinuum light source (SuperK EXU6, NKT Photonics) with a central 
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wavelength of 1300 nm (SC Laser). The bandwidth of the light source spectrum 

was reduced to about 400 nm using a short pass filter (Edmund optics, SN: 84656, 

OD2, wavelength range: 810-2025 nm, transmission wavelength: 810-1540 nm, 

rejection wavelength: 1700-2025 nm) and long pass filter (Semrock, SN: BLP01-

1064R-25, transmission band: 1093.8-1600 nm). The output power is attenuated 

using an optical splitter (SuperK connect, NKT Photonics, wavelength range 400-

2000 nm). A broadband fibre delivery system (SuperK FD5 non-PM, NKT 

Photonics, wavelength range 950-1530 nm) is used to inject the light source into 

the Michelson interferometer (MI). To avoid back propagation of light to the light 

source, an optical circulator is used (Precision Micro-Optics, 1310 nm SM 

Circulator, SN: 2017123002).   

  

  
 

Fig. 3.1 Schematic of fibre based high-resolution spectral domain OCT system. 

SC Laser: Supercontinuum laser source, SuperK splitter, Long pass, short pass 

and neutral density filters, OC: Optical Circulator, FC: 2×2 fibre coupler. L: 

Lenses, L5: Objective lens, RM: Reference mirror, X-Y Galvo, DG: Diffraction 

Grating.   
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The MI is constructed using a 90/10 beam splitter (Thorlabs, SN: T030932, 2×2 

90:10 wideband coupler) providing 90 per- cent sample arm power and 10 percent 

reference arm power (FC). For the sample arm fibre, a collimator (L4) with a 

focal length f = 11 mm is used (Thorlabs, Inc., Part No. F280APC-C) projecting 

the beam onto an X-Y galvanometer (Thorlabs, Part No. GVS112). The sample 

objective lens (L5) is an Mitutoyo Plan Apo with 10× magnification, NA = 0.26, 

and f = 20 mm (Edmund Optics, Parts No. 378-823-5). For the reference arm, 

another collimator (L2) of the same type is used. The reference mirror (RM) is 

gold coated (Thorlabs, SN: ME1-M01) and for focusing, an achromatic doublet 

(Thorlabs, Achromatic Doublet, f = 19 mm) is used. For dispersion compensation, 

a 2 mm thick optical window between L2 and L3 is used (not shown in 

schematic). Tuning the dispersion compensation was performed by successively 

changing the path delay in the reference arm using different optical thicknesses 

while measuring the point-spread function. The output port of the circulator (OC) 

is connected to the spectrometer (Wasatch Photonics, Cobra 1300). The high-

speed camera (CCD) is connected to the CameraLink frame grabber (Teledyne 

Dalsa, X64 Xcelera-CL PX4 Dual) and triggered by a digital input/output board. 

For lateral scanning, a two-axis galvo scanning system (Thorlabs, GVS112) is 

connected to a PCIe 6321 multifunctional I/O device (National Instrument, PCIe 

6321). We developed custom software in LabVIEW for hardware control and 

data acquisition. Although for visualization, some pre-processing was performed 

in LabVIEW, signal and image processing of the raw data was performed in 

MATLAB. Signal and image processing steps included K-space linearization, 

spectral windowing (Hann), inverse Fast-Fourier Transform, and intensity log-

scaling for display. The Hann window was selected due to its minimal spectral 

leakage and the optimal reproduction of the PSF [40].   
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3.2.2 Custom build LabVIEW program 

 

LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) is a 

graphical programming language that uses icons instead of lines of text to create 

applications. Unlike text-based programming languages, where the order of 

program execution is determined by instructions, LabVIEW Dataflow 

programming is used, in which data flows through nodes on the network. The 

execution sequence of the VIs and functions is determined by the block diagram. 

In LabVIEW, we build a user interface by using a set of tools and objects. The 

user interface is also known as the front panel. Figure 3.2(a) represents the flow 

chart of our custom builds LabVIEW program. A few interfaces have been built 

to control the OCT system, mainly 2D Galvo scanner synchronized with 

spectrometer to acquire the data. Multiple loops and queues have been used to 

run the programs. First, we initialized the hardware connection with some internal 

settings and after that, we passed some comments to the camera to make it ready 

for acquiring the data. The high-speed camera (CCD) is connected to the 

CameraLink frame grabber (Teledyne Dalsa, X64 Xcelera-CL PX4 Dual) and 

triggered by a digital input/output data acquisition (DAQ) board. After 

calculating the one loop for one B-frame the DAQ sends them for graphical 

display. From the graphical display after visualizing the position of the sample 

we saved the spectral raw data and ended one loop. For 3D data acquisition, we 

captured several hundred B-frames by scanning each location of the object using 

X-Y Galvo scanner. To control the scanning range, we used different input 

voltages for the Galvo scanners. To acquire the 3D data, we followed raster 

scanning patterns. In figure 3.2(b) the bottom diagram represents the scanning 

pattern using X-Y Galvo. In figure 3.2(b) the right-side diagram represents the 

X-Y Galvo movement with the trigger mode of the camera. Trigger mode is used 

to begin on the rising or falling edge of a digital signal. The one rising sample 

corresponds to the X-Galvo movement. The frame rate depends on how many 
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sample points (corresponding to A-lines/A-scan) are captured in one B-frame. In 

figure 3.2(b), left side blue and green panels represent the X-Y Galvo setting 

parameters. 

  

 

 

Fig. 3.2 (a) Represent the flowchart of the LabVIEW program. (b) interface of the 

X-Y Galvo setting parameters and scanning pattern.  
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3.2.3 Air Wedge Theory and Construction   
 

The in-air axial resolution of OCT systems is conventionally provided based on 

the bandwidth of the used light source, and the point spread function (PSF) can 

be measured based on a mirror reflection in the sample arm of the Michelson 

interferometer. Some research groups are using beads embedded in a semi- 

transparent medium to demonstrate sensitivity and resolution, but preparation and 

lifetime limits access and usability. For lens based optical systems such as 

microscopes and telescopes the resolution limit is defined based on certain 

criteria, such as the better-known Rayleigh criterion, but also the Sparrow, Ricker 

Dawes’s criterion, and most importantly the Abbé diffraction limit [41–46]. All 

criteria describe the resolution limit based on the separation of two PSF’s that are 

mathematically described by the Airy function. The Airy function can be 

approximated with a Gaussian, which allows the measurement of the axial PSF 

of OCT systems with a Gaussian light source and using two reflecting surfaces 

or layers in the sample arm of the system’s interferometer.   

  
 

Fig. 3.3 Plot (a) shows the numerical simulation based on equation (2). An 

arbitrary intensity profile I along the depth axis z, exhibiting a noisy double peak 

with a noticeable dip, can be observed. Plot (b) shows the simulated noiseless 

visibility v (v = p–d; p ...peak height, d ...dip height) for two peaks originating 
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from a wedge reflection that move closer together along a lateral position x. The 

true size of depth z and x will be in the millimetre range and is not to scale for 

illustrative purpose. Best visibility would be achieved at d = 0 and p = 1 

corresponding to a peak of unity intensity. The three different plots relate to 

different wedge slopes or wedge spacing. The “narrow” curve relates to a thin 

spacing or shallow slope, “medium” some spacing between narrow and wide, 

and “wide” is the largest spacing or slope. The peaks would be fully merged at x 

= 0 (left) corresponding to the touching end of the wedge and fully separated 

for x position to the right. The ideal visibility starts to drop if the peak distance 

becomes smaller than the peak width. Without noise, the ideal visibility can be 

computed up to zero value.  

 

Although the theory of measuring the optical resolution and image quality is well 

understood, the process to perform accurate measurements requires suitable 

equipment depending on precision and accuracy required. This is especially true 

for OCT if one tries to plan for a suitable reflection standard that can generate 

two axial PSF’s with sufficient accuracy. Nevertheless, we show that the noise is 

a major factor which limits measurement accuracy and a low-cost optical air-

wedge may be sufficient for general characterization of the axial resolution of an 

OCT system.   

We designed therefore a low-cost method to measure the axial resolution of OCT 

systems using a simple air wedge made of two microscope slides, Scotch tape and 

aluminium tape (Section 3.3.4, Fig. 3.9). The air wedge is then moved along its 

length L and imaged multiple times at a position x depending on the scan range 

of the used OCT system. Although a translational stage can provide better 

positioning accuracy, price and size may not be suitable for all systems and would 

not help to get a continuous wedge image. We therefore designed suitable 
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software that can process, align and position the imaged segments relative to each 

other based on the visible wedge spacing.   

 

  
 

Fig. 3.4 (a) Shows the visibility function v for fitting with a visibility 

threshold due to parameter B related to equation (2). (b) shows the 

visibility function v with added noise. Plots (a) and (b) use arbitrary lateral 

dimensional scale in meters which in practice will be in the millimetre 

range. The average visibility of a structure must be at least above some 

noise threshold, which relates to the visibility threshold indicated. The grey 

shaded range is where the fitted function (black) would predict zero 

visibility without noise. The zero visibility must occur at lateral position xR 

> 0. Based on the lateral position xR, the axial resolution d can be calculated 

using equation (2). The measured visibility in section III-B confirms that the 

uncertainty impedes the detection of the peaks from the wedge reflections 

and the signal is lost before the lateral position x = 0 (Fig. 9).  
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Table 3.2  

We used wedges with different spacer thickness to evaluate the impact of the 

wedge slope on the gap visibility.  

  

  Visible wedge length L 

(mm)  

Spacer D (mm)  

Wedge 1  71.0 ± 0.2  0.070 ± 0.006  

Wedge 2  69.7 ± 0.2  0.123 ± 0.007  

Wedge 3  67.4 ± 0.2  0.237 ± 0.005  

  

The dimensions of the wedge were measured using a micrometer screw gauge 

and calipers. Although air wedge interference can be used to characterize the 

wedge geometry to nanometre accuracy, the expected uncertainties of the wedge 

imaging would not benefit from it. Also, the expected fringe separation for the 

required wedge geometries based on Table 3.2 would be less than 280 microns 

and difficult to record accurately. The visible wedge length was measured with 

calipers to an uncertainty of 200 microns. Also, it could be argued that better 

accuracy could be achieved with a micrometer stage and microscope. The 

maximum error expected would be 0.7 μm based on the relation x/d = L/D with 

x for any lateral position, d the wedge spacing at position x, L the visible wedge 

length, and D the spacer thickness. This 0.7 μm accuracy is far beyond the 

achievable imaging accuracy due to the additional uncertainties introduced by the 

image noise.   

The noise of the image acquisition makes the largest contribution to the 

uncertainty, which is described in more detail, exploring the measurement theory. 

Although additional image averaging can reduce the noise further, it was of 

interest for this study to include the noise characteristics for comparison. On the 

other hand, signal or image averaging may otherwise obfuscate artefacts, i.e., 

automatic adaptive contrast adjustments. The theory is based on the detection of 
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the peak separation. As shown in figure 3.3, the visibility, v, can be defined by 

using the height of the peak, p, vs dip amplitude, d. The visibility, v, can then be 

described by the difference between the peak and dip height and plotted for a 

sequence of peak distances along a wedge position, x, including a peak standard 

deviation, σ (Fig. 3.3) corresponding to a peak width. The visibility, v, then 

follows the equation:   

v = 1−  𝑒−
𝑥2

𝜎2                                                                              (3.1)  

Equation 1 only considers a noise-less signal, meaning a visibility up to a lateral 

zero position (x = 0) can be found corresponding to the thin end of wedge. 

However, measurements in Section 3.3.4 show that the visibility is lost before the 

lateral position of the touching ends of the wedge are reached (x > 0). It should 

be noted that we acknowledge that the image intensities and noise intensities are 

log scaled and that the linear difference is log scaled. However, as we consider 

the visibility as the difference between peak intensity of the wedge edges vs the 

intensity of the dip, the visibility has the relation as described by equation 3.2 and 

additional log scaling would not essentially improve details of the visibility 

measurements.   

It is apparent from figure 3.3(a) that noise can obfuscate the dip, and the 

separation of two peaks cannot be determined if noise levels are too large. We 

can accommodate noise by adding the parameters for amplitude, A, and an 

uncertainty factor, B, to (3.1):   

                          v = BA−  𝐴𝑒−
𝑥2

𝜎2                                                (3.2)  

Equation 3.2 accommodates now the amplitude parameter, A, for normalizing 

visibility values or to fit against measurement data. The uncertainty factor, B, 

allows the shifting of the visibility curve in figure 3.4(b) such that negative 

visibilities can be computed that represent data that are not measurable due to 

noise. Please note that the effect of the uncertainty factor, B, is not noise and only 

accounts for the signal cut-off due to noise as shown in figure 3.4.   
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Uncertainty factor, B, forces the visibility amplitude, A, to be shifted such that 

some components have negative values that are not available as a signal. Figure 

3.4(b) shows the visibility computed using equation 3.2 and added variations, 

whereas values for visibility less than zero have been removed. Compared to the 

measured visibilities as shown in Section 3.3.4, the modelled visibility (Figure 

3.4(b)) agrees well with the observed visibility characteristics.   

The uncertainties of the visibility and B are difficult to measure accurately as they 

depend on many different factors that are not easy to control. For instance, the 

more obvious variations in the OCT reference system (Telesto III) are related to 

adaptive contrast optimization that becomes visible in the jagged uncertainty of 

the visibility (see figures in Section 3.3.4). For the HR-SDOCT system described 

in this manuscript, the high NA lens causes the uncertainty of visibility to change 

strongly over the scan range, which is clearly visible by the arc shaped 

characteristics in (see Section 3.3.4). However, some upper and lower boundaries 

can be estimated based on the observed uncertainty and fitting with equation 3.2. 

Since equation 3.2 describes the ideal visibility without uncertainties from noise 

sources for B = 1, the curve trajectory would reach x = 0 and we can determine 

the theoretical wedge spacing d = 0 mm (d = xL/D). The lower boundary for the 

uncertainty factor must have a value B < 1. Based on the theory described and 

figure 3.4, the uncertainties in visibility show a clear cut-off along the lateral 

wedge position which can be used to estimate a value for B. Therefore, the fitting 

was performed for B = 0.9, 0.94, and 0.98. This allows the visibility to be 

followed close to the lowest uncertainties observed (B = 0.90), including fitting 

to the mean levels (B = 0.98). It should be noted that the if B is allowed to vary 

for fitting, the fitting algorithm does not converge or produces spurious visibility 

values larger than zero for the touching end.   
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3.3 OCT parameter measurements and Imaging results  
 

3.3.1 Measured system parameters   

 
To characterize the performance of the OCT system few key performance metrics 

have been optimised such as axial resolution, lateral resolution, signal to noise 

ratio (SNR), and sensitivity. All the parameters characterization procedure are 

described in the next sections.  

 

3.3.2 Axial resolution and sensitivity measurements 
 

After power attenuation and spectral filtering, the sample arm power was 

measured to be 8 mW. Figure 3.5(a) shows the spectrum of the laser source and 

the red box shows the selected spectral window. The optical components and 

optical fibre reshape the light source spectrum, and figure 3.5(b) shows the 

spectrum obtained from the sample mirror reflection. The spectrum ranges from 

1100 to 1500 nm, is centred at around 1300 nm, and the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) is about 200 nm. 

 
 

Fig. 3.5 Output spectra of the SuperK EXU6 laser source. The selected spectral 

window used is from 1100 to 1500 nm (red box). (b) Sample arm spectrum 

obtained from mirror reflection.  
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Figure 3.6(a) shows an interference spectrum obtained from the HR-SDOCT 

system. The axial resolution is defined as the FWHM of the coherence envelope 

of the interferogram, obtained by inverse Fourier transform. The PSF was 

measured from a sample mirror reflection at a depth of 100 μm in air and the best 

fit with a Gaussian provided a value of 3.8 μm as shown in figure 3.6(b).  This 

measured axial PSF on a sample mirror agrees well with the calculated theoretical 

axial resolution value of 3.7 μm. Figure 3.6(c) shows sensitivity roll-off from 109 

to about 94 dB over a depth range of about 1 mm. The roll-off was measured by 

moving the reference reflactor of the reference arm. The signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) of the system was measured as the difference between maximum peak 

amplitude and median of the noise floor of the depth profile of the dB scaled 

values. An SNR of 69 dB was measured using an OD2 optical attenuation (40 

dB) in the sample arm with 1024 A-line averaging at the line rate of 73 kHz.   

  

 
 

  

Fig. 3.6 (a) Interference pattern from sample mirror. (b) Measured axial PSF and 

roll-off over depth (z) and intensity in dB. The inset (red box) shows width of PSF 

at -6 dB from maximum at 100 µm depth. (c) Roll-off of sensitivity over a range 

of 1000 micrometre axial depth range.  
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3.3.3 Numerical simulation (using Zemax) and experimental validation of 

lateral resolution 

The properties of the high-NA lens were simulated with Zemax regarding the 

lateral PSF in air. Using the paraxial beam approximation and diffraction limited 

focal spot size at the focal plane, the pupil diameter was varied to find the optimal 

NA. It was found that an NA of 0.085 for an entrance pupil diameter of 3.4 mm 

provides a lateral PSF of 6.0 μm. The theoretical lateral resolution of 5.6 μm using 

0.37 · λ0/NA agrees well with the simulated value. Figure 3.7(a), (b), and (c) 

shows that the lateral resolution of about 6 μm remains constant over a scan range 

of about 2 mm.   

 

  

 Fig. 3.7 The lateral PSF was simulated, using Zemax, for three lateral positions 

over a scan range of ±1 mm from the principal axis. The simulation results show 

that the lateral PSF remains constant over the full scan range.  

 

To verify the lateral resolution, an element group of an USAF test target was 

scanned with a focused beam and imaged. The en face image in figure 3.8(a) 

shows the 4th element of group 6, with line spacings of 11 microns. The width of 

a single element of 5.5 microns agrees well with the simulated lateral PSF in 

figure 3.8.   
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Fig. 3.8 Lateral resolution validation using USAF test target. (a) Zoomed in view 

of group 6 and 7 elements from Thorlabs (USAF1951). The last resolved line 

group is 6-4, highlighted in red colour box. (b) The line profile extracted from B-

scan image across the vertical and horizontal direction of group 6-4.  

 

3.3.4 Air wedge measurement methods and results 
 

Three different air-wedges were constructed (Fig. 3.9) from commercial 

microscope slides (VWR International, Cat. No. 631-0109) with dimensions of 

(75×26×1) mm and spacer material of commercially available aluminium tape 

(Radionics, 3 M T117).   
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Fig. 3.9 The air-wedge geometry (top) related to the physical constructed wedge 

made of microscope slides (bottom). The geometry of the air-wedge is described 

by the visible length, L, the wedge spacer thickness, D, the lateral position, x, 

and the wedge gap, d, at this lateral position. The wedge gap, d, is assumed to 

be zero at the touching end. The average measured dimensions of the 

microscope slides are L = (71.0,69.7,67.4) mm, D = (0.070,0.123,0.237) mm (see 

Table II). The value x is measured by fitting in Fig. 9 and d is calculated with d/x 

= D/L.  

 

Three spacer thicknesses were used (Table 3.2) to estimate the effect of noise, but 

also to obtain an estimate of measurement variance. The measurement 

uncertainties for the visible wedge lengths were chosen from the overall largest 

measured standard variation, assuming that smaller uncertainty values are 

coincidental. For the spacer thickness, the uncertainties are based on the standard 

deviation from at least six different measurements with the micrometer screw 

gauge.   

The tape layers were applied on top of the carrier microscope slide and the total 

thickness was measured with a micrometer screw gauge (reading accuracy of 0.01 
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mm). Six or more readings were performed over multiple locations over the tape 

layers and reading values between the ticks were added as estimates for the 

calculation of the standard deviation. It was found that the total thickness was 

constant, or any variations were beyond measurable. It should be noted that the 

total thickness of the tape layers is somewhat less compared to the suppliers’ 

specifications due to the glue layer viscosity. The visible wedge length was then 

measured using a caliper.   

To measure the visibility of the edges of the air-wedge, multiple image segments 

needed to be acquired over the visible wedge length. The described high-

resolution OCT system is limited to a maximum scan range of 2.2 mm. 

Consequently, to cover a full wedge length, multiple image segments were 

acquired. The image segments were stored in separate image files and then 

processed and plotted (Fig. 3.10). For image processing, we used edge detection 

from scikit-image [47] and the LMFIT [48] package for curve fitting. The edge 

detection was used to allocate the wedge edges in the images corresponding to 

the peaks per A-line. Based on the edge location data, the segments were laterally 

aligned, and the peak and dip heights were measured in the original image. The 

difference of the peak and median dip height was collected to create the plots in 

figure 3.10.   
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Fig. 3.10 Visibility measurements of Telesto III (a, b, c) and the high-resolution 

fibre optical OCT system (d, e, f). The fitting variance for the lateral position 

where visibility of the air gap is lost (for the factor B = 0.90 ...0.98) is shown as 

grey shade and the black dash line is B = 0.94. The grey regions are the lateral 

wedge positions where potentially the wedge may still be visible. The edge 

detection does not detect peaks for the full visibility range, and the uncertainty 

of visibility increases. Nevertheless, wedge separation may still be detectable 

within this region and the fitting provides a valid extension of the missing data 

points. The jagged visibility characteristic for the Telesto III system originates 

most likely from automatic contrast optimization. The visibility plots were 

assembled from multiple small segments using a scan range of 2.2 mm to cover 

the full wedge length. The arc shaped segments for the described high-

resolution OCT system originate from the high NA lens.   

  

The wedge imaging was performed to characterize the high-resolution system and 

compared to the images from a Telesto III (Thorlabs, Inc.) with a centre 

wavelength of 1300 nm, bandwidth larger than 170 nm, and 5.5 μm axial 
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resolution in air. Figure 3.10(a–c) shows the results for the Telesto III, figure 

10(d–f) shows results for the described HR-SDOCT system. Each column in 

figure 3.10 corresponds to a different wedge spacer thickness, as tabulated in 

Table 3.2.   

The results in figure 3.10 show how the visibility (blue) can be approximated 

using a model fit to find the actual smallest wedge space detectable. The model 

fit accounts for noise or the uncertainty of visibility using an uncertainty factor 

that is visible as the grey shaded range around the fitted curve. The uncertainty 

of visibility translates to an uncertainty laterally where the smallest wedge 

spacing can be predicted, shown as a vertical region in grey. The x values in the 

plot give the numeric range of the predicted lateral positions. Using the values for 

the wedge spacer given in Table 3.2, the wedge spacing can be calculated using 

the simple relation d/x = D/L as describe above. The value ranges for d are plotted 

in figure 3.11 showing the best estimates for the detection of wedge gaps.   

 

3.3.5 Air wedge spacing comparison between Telesto III and high-resolution 

system   

 

 

It should be noted that ideally, the values for different wedge sizes should produce 

the same detectable wedge gap. However, it is to be expected that the noise for 

larger wedge slopes increases more rapidly if the wedge edges converge, which 

could be attributed to interference effects. Like the air-wedge interference visible 

with a sodium lamp, interference will occur in the OCT images as well [49]. We 

did not provide any images of such wedge interference as it was not very 

pronounced or visible as expected for light sources with a broader spectrum.   
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Fig. 3.11 Best detectable wedge spacings compared between Telesto III and the 

high-resolution system described. The mean difference between both systems 

is 2.8 microns, and the predicted improvement based on the light source 

bandwidth is 1.7 microns. Although the values fall within the uncertainties, the 

consistent difference for three different wedges provides some confidence in an 

actual resolution difference. The box plot centre values represent the median, 

the upper and lower box boundaries represent the first and third quartile. The 

whiskers extend 1.5 times from the upper and lower box boundaries 

representing the interquartile range giving some estimate of the distribution of 

data points.  

 

The investigation using simple microscope slides was motivated to understand 

the limitations of using a low-cost in-house construction method. The results 

show that the high reflectivity due to the air-glass interfaces causes camera 

saturation, and additional attenuation increases noise and reduces the visibility of 

smaller wedge spacings. A follow-up study could use commercial anti-reflective 
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coated materials to investigate material properties most suitable for higher 

accuracy wedges. The touching end of the microscope slides is considered the 

ground truth of a zero spacing that can never be imaged in practice. Only fitting 

a visibility model over measured wedge data allows estimating the lateral position 

xR where the noiseless wedge visibility is lost. The calculation of the wedge 

spacing d at xR is obtained from the relation d/xR = D/L. Notably, any uncertainties 

and systematic errors of measuring D and L will cause increased uncertainty in 

the value d or even cause an offset deviating from the expected theoretical point-

spread function. The uncertainties in xR originate from the wedge visibility and 

fitting accuracy. The measured best resolution using the wedge in figure 3.11 is 

indeed much larger with around 8 microns compared to the expected axial 

resolution of 3.8 microns measured on a single A-line profile (Fig. 3.6). Other 

problems with the air wedge are the increasing axial interference of reflections 

between the layers at very narrow wedge spacing. If the wedge spacing is close 

to the wavelength of the light source, fringe artefacts increasingly obfuscate the 

wedge visibility and inhibit the accurate measurement of the axial resolution. 

Although we could not reliably replicate axial air wedge interference, which 

appears attenuated due to the broad bandwidth of the light source, it shows that 

the air wedge is valuable in investigating structural visibility. The air wedge using 

non-ideal reflecting materials would provide a controlled structure to evaluate 

different conditions that reduce resolution and visibility in actual samples.   

Although, the air-wedge measurement method is limited due to the intensity noise 

in the image, it is sufficient to obtain a value for the improvement of resolution 

by direct measurement. However, it also shows that it can provide a rich set of 

additional information about the visibility an OCT system can provide. Relating 

to figure 3.9 for instance, the uncertainty of the visibility due to noise is a major 

indicator of sensitivity performance. The visibility uncertainties for the Telesto 

III system are narrower overall compared to the described HR-SDOCT system 

but has a more consistent spread per segment, indicating that some contrast 
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stretching is performed to obtain optimal image results. In comparison, the 

described HR-SDOCT system has a large spread due to the high NA lens, but a 

very narrow spread per segment, indicating that best sensitivity is obtained at the 

scan centre.   

 

3.3.6 Structural visibility comparison with existing Telesto III and 

developed high-resolution system 

3.3.6.1 Non-biological sample images 

 

To demonstrate the imaging performance of the designed HR- SDOCT system 

and compare it to the Telesto III system from Thorlabs, we imaged non-biological 

and biological samples. Figure 3.12 shows B-scan images of multilayer Scotch 

tape using a similar high-NA sample lens in both systems. Although, in both 

cases, the depth visibility is limited, the speckle noise for the de- scribed HR-

SDOCT system is somewhat better. The isometry of the image voxel improves 

the structural visibility for our HR-SDOCT system compared to the Telesto 

system. 

  

Fig. 3.12 Comparison of the HR-SDOCT (a) vs. the Telesto III (b) using Scotch tape. 

Image (a) shows smoother speckle structure due to the isometric voxel size.  
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3.3.6.2 Biological sample images 

 

Figure 3.13(a) and (b) shows B-scan images obtained from volunteer’s fingertip. 

In figure 3.13(a) and (b) the zoomed regions (red boxes) show that for the HR-

SDOCT the speckle washout is reduced, whereas for the Telesto system the 

contrast is improved.  

Figure 3.13(c) to (f) show images from a green cucumber compared between the 

described HR-SDOCT and the Telesto III system. Figure 3.13(c) and (d) confirm 

that the speckle structures improve due to the isometric voxel shape and 

consequently reveal more structural details. This would confirm the advantages 

of isometric imaging to produce a better contrast and improved structural 

visibility. Figure 3.13(e) and (f) show en face images from the HR-SDOCT and 

Telesto III respectively.   

It should be noted that the HR-SDOCT sacrifices depth visibility due to the high 

NA sample lens. The lens has the most substantial contribution to reduced depth 

visibility. Another factor could be the usable spectral resolution of the 

spectrometer due to a limited spectral illumination. The maximum imaging depth 

zmax for a spectral-domain OCT is described by zmax = λ2
c /4nδλ where λc is the 

centre wavelength, n is the refractive index, and δλ is the wavelength resolution 

of the spectrometer [50]. Although our system tries to accommodate a maximal 

bandwidth, not all camera pixels receive equal intensity. Therefore, the maximum 

spectrometer resolution achievable is reduced, which in retrospect limits the 

depth visibility.   
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Fig. 3.13 Comparison of the HR-SDOCT (left column) vs Telesto III (right column). 

Images (a) and (b) show a fingertip and the zoomed regions (red box) show a 

less pronounced speckle washout for the HR-SDOCT system, which may be 

attributed to the improved isometric voxel shape using the high-NA sample lens. 

B-frame images of green cucumber (c) and (d). Red boxes from the same 

selected region show that again the speckle washout for the HR-SDOCT system 

is less pronounced. En face images of green cucumber (e) and (f). The red boxes 

from the same selected region show a sharper image, which is to be expected 

due to the higher NA lens used for the HR-SDOCT vs the Telesto III.  

 

3.3.6.3 Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) comparison between Telesto III 

and developed high-resolution OCT system images 

 

According to literature, the local contrast, in conjunction with the spatial 

frequency of structures, is relevant in determining the ability of an imaging 

system to capture or reconstruct features of interest [51]. The contrast-to-noise 

ratio (CNR) is then the ratio of the local contrast to the image noise. Various other 

literature sources describe the selection of specific regions to obtain a noise level, 

and it is usually acknowledged that the CNR is not an absolute metric but a 

relative metric to compare the local contrast of imaging systems. Conventionally, 

the root-mean-square or the standard deviation of the noise is obtained from a 

common image region. However, for the images available for this study and the 

purpose of comparing between the commercial system (Telesto III) and the 

investigated fibre-based OCT system, we obtain the noise from the median level 

in the region of interest. Equation 3.3 describes the mathematical relation to 

compute the CNR based on the region of interest in the image (IROI):   
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CNR = (max(IROI) − min(IROI)) /median(IROI)                      (3.3)  

 

The median value is dominated by the noise level, while larger intensity values 

from structures have little effect. Consequently, we can use the calculated CNR 

to compare how much local contrast for selected structures in the region of 

interest is available, as long as the structures are similar in both images and do 

not fill the whole region of interest (see Fig. 3.13).   

  

 

Table 3.3 confirms that the investigated high-resolution system has larger CNR 

values compared to the Telesto system.   

Minor differences in the images are expected as it was not possible to equip both 

systems with the same lens type. Nevertheless, Table 3.3 shows a notable increase 

of CNR values consistently for three different structures for the investigated HR-

SDOCT system.   

Table 3.3  

CNR compared between Telesto and high-resolution system. 

  Telesto  High-resolution system  

Finger tip  0.44  2.44  

Cucumber B-frame  1.28  9.00  

Cucumber en face  0.69  3.27  
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3.4 Conclusion   

This chapter described design of a fibre-based HR-SDOCT system and evaluated 

a simple air-wedge method to compare axial resolution directly. This chapter also 

discussed low-cost construction of the air-wedges, which should be easily 

accessible for many laboratories. Nevertheless, the air-wedge also provides some 

information about the uncertainty of reproducing a PSF, which may be of interest 

for high-end image quality quantification.   

This chapter presented the feasibility of using a broad bandwidth fibre-based 

OCT system in conjunction with a high-NA sample lens to improve the isometric 

shape of the image voxels. Especially in conjunction with the broad bandwidth 

light source, it shows strong indicators for improved structural visibility in B-

frame and en face images. After quantitative CNR comparison, it was confirmed 

that the high-resolution system improved the structural visibility.   

We optimized several OCT key parameters such as axial resolution, lateral 

resolution and sensitivity. The axial resolution of the HR-SDOCT was calculated 

to be 3.7 microns based on the spectral bandwidth at FWHM and was measured 

with a Gaussian fit on the data recorded from the sample mirror to be 3.8 microns. 

The measured sensitivity roll-off from 109 dB to about 94 dB over a depth range 

of about 1 mm. The lateral resolution for a scan range of 2 mm is 6 microns from 

simulation, and the image of the USAF target showed full separation of elements 

with a spacing of 11 microns. We compared the axial resolution with a Telesto 

III system that is specified with 5.5 microns in air.   

This chapter also presented the axial resolution comparison between HR-SDOCT 

and a commercial Telesto III system by air-wedge measurements. The HR-

SDOCT has about 1.4 times better axial resolution. The air-wedge analysis 

provided a mean axial resolution of 13 microns for the Telesto and 11 microns 

for the HR-SDOCT, which translates to about 1.2 times better axial resolution. 

The larger measured values using the air-wedge are plausible, as the light must 
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pass through the glass body from the top. This would also allow future research 

of how the refractive index affects the axial resolution. 

The improved image quality in conjunction with isometric image voxel geometry 

was of major interest for conventional OCT imaging [52-57]. Newly developed 

nanosensitive OCT (nsOCT) can benefit from the extended spectral bandwidth 

which permits access to a wider distribution of spatial frequencies and can 

improve the dynamic range of the length scale sensitivity. Using the nsOCT 

technique we have characterized ex vivo normal and cancerous skin tissue with 

the intervening marginal area, which is presented in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 4 

Skin cancer margin detection using nanosensitive optical coherence 

tomography and a comparative study with confocal microscopy 

 

4.1 Introduction 

One of the unresolved clinical issues in skin cancer surgery is the lack of any 

objectively reliable label-free and accurate assessment modality for resection 

margin status pre-operatively or intraoperatively. Most commonly, intraoperative 

visual inspection and palpation are used. This intraoperative technique results in 

wider surgical margins in almost 40% of the patients [1-3]. Also, this technique 

is time-consuming. To overcome these clinical challenges, a highly sensitive, 

non-invasive, cost-effective, and real-time diagnostic tool is required [4]. The use 

of optical diagnostic technologies such as confocal [5, 6], Raman [7], and two-

photon [8] microscopy in clinical trials has increased in the past few years. 

However, most of these techniques are limited to imaging depth up to 100-300 

micrometres due to issues with multiple scattering, high numerical aperture, and 

photon absorption. OCT, in contrast, can image up to a depth of 1 to 2 millimetres 

in biological samples with high voxel resolution. OCT is a non-invasive optical 

imaging modality based on low coherence interferometry that enables high-

resolution cross-sectional imaging in materials and biologic systems by 

measuring backscattered light [9]. One major advantage of OCT is that it can be 

used to obtain both structural and functional information from real-time imaging. 

Huang et al. introduced the principle of OCT in the 1990s [10]. Initially, its 

clinical use was restricted to the field of ophthalmology [11, 12]. Soon after, OCT 

clinical application extended to several disease diagnoses such as heart and blood 

vessels [13, 14], tumours [15, 16] visualization of the dental structure [17, 18], 

diagnosis and treatment of skin disorders [19-22].  
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In the last three decades, OCT techniques and tools have improved the resolution 

to detect micrometre-scale tissue structures. The axial resolution of the 

conventional OCT system typically depends on the bandwidth and central 

wavelength of the light source. The lateral resolution depends on the numerical 

aperture of the sample arm objective lens [23]. Over the years, to improve the 

axial resolution, supercontinuum laser sources have been used [24]. In general, 

conventional OCT commonly has non-isometric resolutions, particularly with 

poorer lateral resolutions on the order of 10 µm or greater. Objective lenses with 

high numerical aperture are used in conventional OCT systems to achieve near-

isometric resolution and detect fine structural features within a limited imaging 

depth of a volume object [25-27]. Sensitivity and scanning speed are two other 

major parameters of the OCT system. The scanning speed and sensitivity 

significantly improved by Fourier domain OCT (FDOCT) including spectral-

domain OCT (SDOCT) and swept-source OCT (SSOCT) in comparison with 

time-domain OCT (TDOCT) [28].  

 

Recently Bernstein et al. demonstrated a supercontinuum-based ultrahigh-

resolution spectral-domain OCT system with a central wavelength of 1300 nm 

and axial resolution of 2.6 µm in the air [29]. However, the resolution limits 

persist, and sub-micron structural features remain inaccessible to OCT. Structures 

smaller than approximately half of the illumination wavelength were not 

resolvable. However, structures smaller than the diffraction limit still affect the 

scattering events. This emerges as granular artifacts in the OCT image known as 

speckle. The fundamental idea of speckle is that random interference within a 

resolution voxel occurs, so that a dark pixel in an image does not always represent 

a weaker scattering structure. Recently, a few OCT methods to detect sub-

micrometre structural changes within biological tissue have been described. 

Inverse spectroscopic OCT (ISOCT) was introduced by measuring the 
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wavelength-dependent scattering and backscattering coefficient to quantify the 

mass-density function. They show that the length scale of sensitivity of ISOCT 

ranges from 30 to 450 nm without resolving specific geometrical features [30, 

31]. Another technique is based on the phase-sensitive OCT (PSOCT) to 

characterize the motion of cellular components within the organ of Corti at a sub-

micron scale [32]. Nanosensitive OCT (nsOCT) is a novel imaging technique 

based on the spectral encoding of spatial frequencies (SESF) principle [33-38]. 

An advantage of the SESF technique was used for real-time and super-resolution 

2D microscopy imaging [34-37]. The axial spatial frequency profiles are 

reconstructed at each pixel in 2D image. The nsOCT is a realization of the SESF 

approach for 3D imaging, where the axial spatial frequency profiles are 

reconstructed from each voxel in 3D OCT image. The nsOCT visualizes sub-

wavelength structure without resolving it and provides nanoscale sensitivity to 

structural changes from single frame [39-46]. Each local frequency component 

of the scattering object is encoded in a corresponding optical illumination 

wavelength range. Recently, nsOCT has been applied to detect both structural 

[42-44] and functional [45] changes in ex vivo and in vivo biological tissues 

including visualization of the nanoscale structural changes within mesenchymal 

stem cells (MSC) [46]. The nsOCT gives the information content of the FDOCT 

signal which is based on the general scattering theory. In our previous publication 

[39-44, 46], we showed that the FDOCT signal in the axial component of the 3D 

Fourier transform of spatial frequencies is limited by illumination bandwidth. We 

also explained the reason why high spatial frequency information is absent in 

conventional OCT image. In addition, we demonstrated how this high spatial 

frequency information can be mapped to each volume of interest within the 

FDOCT image. Therefore, besides detection of the alteration of the structure 

smaller than spatial resolution, nsOCT approach permits visualization of the 

dominant spatial period of the sub-wavelength structure at each small volume of 

interest within the FDOCT image. Despite some similarities in processing 
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between spectroscopic OCT (SOCT) [47-49] and nsOCT, the nsOCT technique 

is fundamentally distinct from SOCT, which is often based on sample absorption 

properties or on models such as Mie scattering theory to compute the size of 

spherical scatterers. The interpretation of the nsOCT and SOCT results also 

differ. To our knowledge, there is no publication where the spectroscopic OCT 

was used to reconstruct the local Fourier spectra of spatial frequencies within the 

sample.   

In the last decade, OCT in the field of Dermatology was less established than in 

Ophthalmology since the scattering of light strongly limits the penetration into 

the skin [50]. Nowadays, OCT has been increasingly used to diagnose, monitor 

treatment response, and plan excisions of skin cancers and non-cancerous skin 

diseases [51]. Recently, line-field confocal optical coherence tomography 

(LCOCT) combined the benefits of high penetration depth of OCT and high-

resolution, equivalent to reflectance confocal microscopy to acquire the volume 

image from the diseased skin [52]. However, this technique cannot give 

nanometre length scale sensitivity from the tissue structure’s volume image. The 

most prevalent nonmelanoma skin cancer among Caucasians is basal cell 

carcinoma (BCC) [53]. The second most common form of skin cancer is 

squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). Both BCC and SCC arise in the basal layer of 

the epidermis. It is well known that many cancers have their first manifestations 

at the nanoscale level, and these nanoscale structural changes start at the cellular 

level before appearing at the tissue level. Non-invasive nsOCT has great potential 

to detect sub-cellular nanoscale structural features at clinically relevant depths.  

 

In this chapter, we discuss the usefulness of the nsOCT technique, using an 

SDOCT system with a broadband supercontinuum light source, in three different 

ways. Firstly, we numerically validate the nsOCT approach on synthetic 

submicron axial structures made to a few nanometres tolerance. Secondly, we 
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experimentally validate the nsOCT approach from two periodic Bragg grating 

samples with known dimensional sizes. We apply the nsOCT method in assessing 

and discriminating between ex vivo healthy skin and cancer margin of the resected 

surgical specimens. Finally, we compare nsOCT image information with high-

resolution confocal microscopy images.   

 

4.2 Detection method and theory of nanosensitive optical coherence 

tomography (nsOCT) 

 

4.2.1 Theory of nsOCT  

 

In a light scattering problem for determination of the electric field at any point 

inside the object, we assumed that the light is incident in a homogeneous medium. 

We can write the incident electric field equation for the infinite plane wave 

incident on object [54] 

𝐸𝑖(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐸0 exp(𝑖(𝑘. 𝑟 − 𝜔𝑡))                                                 (4.1) 

k being the wave number and  is the frequency of the incident field. Incident 

and scattered field shown in the figure 4.1.  

 

 

Fig. 4.1 Incident field and scattered field inside the object. 
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For the electric field the differential equation in the presence of a scattering 

medium having space varying dielectric ‘constant’ ε (r) (or corresponding 

refractive index n (r)) can be written as [55]  

 

𝛻2𝑈(𝐫, 𝜔) + 𝑘2𝑛2(𝐫, 𝜔)𝐸(𝒓, 𝜔) = 0                                            (4.2) 

The above equation generally considers the vectorial electric field. In the scalar 

approximation, the field 𝐸(𝐫, 𝜔)can be replaced by any of its components 𝑈(𝐫, 𝜔). 

The above equation can then be rewritten as 

𝛻2𝑈(𝐫, 𝜔) + 𝑘2𝑈(𝐫, 𝜔) =  −4𝜋𝐹(𝐫, 𝜔)𝑈(𝐫, 𝜔)                                        (4.3) 

Here, the right-hand side represents the scattering potential given by 

𝐹(𝐫, 𝜔) =  
1

4𝜋
𝑘2[ 𝑛2(𝐫, 𝜔) − 1]                                                      (4.4) 

Field inside scattered medium, 𝑈(𝒓, 𝜔) can be expressed as the sum of the incident, 

𝑈𝑖(𝒓, 𝜔)and the scattered field, 𝑈𝑠(𝒓, 𝜔) as 

𝑈(𝐫, 𝜔)~𝑈𝑖(𝐫, 𝜔) + 𝑈𝑠(𝐫, 𝜔)                                                     (4.5) 

Considering incident plane wave that satisfies Helmholtz equation, equation 4.3 

reduces to 

(𝛻2 + 𝑘2)𝑈𝑠(𝐫, 𝜔) =  −4𝜋𝐹(𝐫, 𝜔)𝑈(𝐫, 𝜔)                                    (4.6) 

The total field inside the scattering medium can be obtained by converting 𝑈𝑠(𝒓, 𝜔) 

to an integral equation by using the Green’s function of Helmholtz equation and 

considering the incident field to be monochromatic plane wave (𝑈𝑖(𝐫, 𝜔) = 𝑒𝑖𝑘𝒔𝟎𝐫). 

The total field can then be written as [55]  

𝑈(𝐫, 𝜔) = e𝑖𝑘𝒔𝒐𝐫 +   ∫ 𝐹(𝐫′, 𝜔)𝑈(𝐫′, 𝜔)
𝑉

𝑒𝑖𝑘|𝐫−𝐫′|

|𝐫−𝐫′|
𝑑3r′                              (4.7) 

Here, 𝑠𝑜 represents the unit vector of the incident wave.  
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Fig. 4.2 Illustration of far field approximation. 

 

For weakly fluctuating scattering medium, the total field under the integral in 

equation 4.7 can be replaced by the incident field 𝑈𝑖. Using this approximation, 

one arrives to a first order approximation of the solution as 

𝑈(r) = 𝑼𝟏(r) = e𝑖𝑘𝒔𝒐𝐫 +   ∫ 𝐹(r′)
𝑉

e𝑖𝑘𝒔𝒐𝐫 𝑒𝑖𝑘|𝐫−𝐫′|

|𝐫−𝐫′|
𝑑3r′                               (4.8) 

This above approximate solution is referred to as the 1st order Born approximation 

or Born approximation. In the far field, the above equation reduces to 

𝑈1(𝑟)~e𝑖𝑘𝒔𝒐𝒓 +   𝑓1(𝑠, 𝑠𝑜)
𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑟

𝑟
                                                    (4.9) 

 

𝑓1(𝑠, 𝑠𝑜) =  ∫ 𝐹(𝑟′)
𝑉

e𝑖𝑘(𝒔−𝒔𝒐)𝑟′
𝑑3𝑟′                                            (4.10) 

From the above equation, it is apparent that the expression of the scattering 

amplitude 𝑓1(𝑠, 𝑠𝑜) is simply the Fourier transformation of the scattering potential 

given by 

𝐹(𝐊) = ∫ 𝐹(𝑟′)𝑒−𝑖𝐊.𝐫′
𝑑3r′                                                   (4.11) 

 

𝑓1(𝑠, 𝑠𝑜) = 𝐹[K(𝐬 − 𝐬𝐨)]                                                      (4.12) 

The above equation implies that under 1st order Born approximation, the 

scattering amplitude in the far zone in the direction of unit vector s, depends only 
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on the Fourier component of scattering potential. The corresponding scattering 

vector is defined as [55] 

𝐊 = 𝑘(𝐬 − 𝐬𝐨)                                           (4.13) 

 

K represents the spatial frequency vector. From the Born Approximation it can 

be observed that in the scattered field have the information about all possible 

spatial frequencies of the object structure. The consequence of the simple formula 

(Eq. 4.13) has the solution of the inverse scattering problem, i.e., the problem of 

obtaining information about the object by measuring the scattered field from it. 

Wolf first demonstrated the inverse scattering problem in the application of 

holography to determine the three-dimensional structure of weakly scattering 

semi-transparent objects [56]. Equation 4.13 can be expanded for the 3D object 

and the structure is described by spatial frequency vector components, which can 

be written as in Cartesian coordinates [46] 

𝐊 =  
2𝜋𝑛

𝜆
(𝐬 − 𝐬𝟎) = 2𝜋𝑛[(𝜐𝑥𝐢+𝜐𝑦𝐣 + 𝜐𝑧𝐤) − (𝜐0𝑥𝐢 + 𝜐0𝑦𝐣 − 𝜐0𝑧𝐤)]       (4.14) 

where 𝒔 and 𝒔𝟎 are the unit vectors of the scattered and illuminated waves. 𝜐𝑥, 

𝜐𝑦, and 𝜐𝑧 are the spatial frequencies along the x, y, and z direction of the object 

structure. Equation 4.11 described the amplitude of the scattering wave, and it 

shows this wave has an information about all spatial frequencies. This 

information can be represented visually as several Ewald spheres. For a single 

wavelength, at constant illumination and collection angle provide information 

about one frequency component at one point on the Ewald’s sphere. In figure 

4.3(a) is presented illumination and collection geometry. If the object is 

illuminated by a plane wave with a broad spectral bandwidth, then the spatial 

frequencies distribution in K-space for all collection angles can be illustrated as 

multiple Ewald’s spheres with different diameters. Figure 4.3 (a) is represented 
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spatial frequency distribution in 2D plane for the 1100-1500 nm spectral 

bandwidth. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3 (a) illumination and scattering geometry in K-space for a particular one 

point on Ewald sphere (b) Spatial frequency representation in Ewald sphere at 

various wavelength.  

 

OCT is a one-dimensional solution of the inverse scattering problem. In OCT, the 

direction of illumination and measurement of back scattering light are the same 

as scattering technique. In OCT every time we detect only object depth profile of 

the scattering potential along one line which is called A-line. Scanning the 

illumination light on the object surface we construct the volume where have all 

the spatial frequency information of the object. In OCT signal we capture 

broadband spatial frequencies information which are labelled by a K-vector in 

equation 4.14 and measure the Fourier components of the spatial frequencies. But 

the reconstructed OCT image resolution is in micron scale like 5-10 microns. So, 

during the OCT image construction after inverse Fourier transform we are losing 
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some high spatial frequency information which corresponds to small structural 

information of the object. All the high spatial frequency information exists in the 

OCT signal but does not exist in the constructed OCT image. Fourier shift 

theorem told that if spectrum will be shifted then the reconstructed profile after 

absolute value of Fourier transform remaining the same. That’s why all 

information about high spatial frequency disappear. To keep all the spatial 

frequency information in each voxel of the three-dimensional OCT image, we 

applied nsOCT technique [46] to detect small structural information and the 

nsOCT image formation described in the next section.                 

 

4.2.2 nsOCT Image formation  

Nanosensitive OCT detects the spatial and temporal structural changes within the 

three-dimensional scattering objects. The nsOCT method is based on the theory 

of spectral encoding of spatial frequency (SESF) approach, which allows 

detection of structural changes of the objects with nanoscale sensitivity [33-37]. 

To construct the nsOCT images, first we processed the interference spectra after 

basic preliminary signal processing, including background noise removal, 

apodization, K-space linearization, and dispersion compensation. Follows from 

equation 4.15 the collected axial spatial frequency component in the z direction 

can be expressed [46] as  

  

νz= n(cosθ + cosα)/λ                                     (4.15)  

 

where θ and α are the illumination and scattering angles. n and λ are the refractive 

index of the medium and illumination wavelength. For the reflection 

configuration at small illumination and scattering angles θ and α are ≈ 0, which 

is typical for OCT [46]. Then the processed interference spectra are rescaled from 

wavelength to frequency. After that, the collected complex amplitudes of the 
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spectra are converted to complex amplitudes of spatial frequency based on the 

following relation, which is a simplified form of equation 4.15. 

 

νz= 2n/λ                                                    (4.16) 

 

where n is the refractive index, and λ is the wavelength of the light source. The 

spatial frequency range is subsequently calculated as 

 

Δνz= 2nΔλ /λ1 λn                                                                   (4.17) 

 

where Δλ = λn - λ1 is the light source bandwidth, λn and λ1 are the longest and 

shortest wavelengths of the light source spectrum. 

The rescaled spectra of the complex amplitude of spatial frequencies are 

decomposed into the sub-bands, for example, using the Tukey window. The IFFT 

(inverse Fourier transform) of each sub-band signal has been performed to get the 

amplitude along all the imaging depths for one spatial frequency range. Finally, 

by combining all the sub-band spatial profiles, it is possible to reconstruct the 

axial spatial frequency profile at each image pixel/voxel. After that the dominant 

spatial frequency/period can be calculated from each voxel. The relation between 

the spatial periods of the structures and the spatial frequencies is as follows 

 

Hz =1/νz                                                   (4.18) 

 

From the dominant spatial period of each voxel, an nsOCT image can be formed 

using an optimized threshold. In the present study, Δλ is 400 nm where the 

corresponding λ1 to λn range is 1100 to 1500 nm. According to equation 4.18 

physical spatial periods varied from 392.8 nm to 535.7 nm (after correction using 

n = 1.36 for human skin). From the nsOCT images we measured different 
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nanometre scale structural [42-44, 46] and functional [45] information using 

different parameters like dominant spatial period, median spatial period, and 

correlation between two spatial frequencies. In this chapter we mapped the 

dominant or physical spatial periods from the nsOCT profile. As an application 

of the nsOCT technique, we applied this technique on low and highly scattering 

ex vivo biological samples such as bovine cornea and human skin tissue.  

 

4.3 Impact of broad bandwidth light source on nsOCT  

According to equation 4.17 we can see spatial frequency range depends on the 

light source bandwidth. If we increase the bandwidth of the light source, spatial 

frequency range also increase. As a result, we can detect all the small structures 

within the detected broader spatial frequency range. So, in the nsOCT image we 

can increase the dynamic range of the length scale sensitivity. In this study we 

used 400 nm bandwidth with 1300 nm centred supercontinuum light source. The 

detected spatial frequency range is from 0.0018 nm-1 to 0.0013 nm-1. 

 

4.4 Materials and Methods 

 

4.4.1 High-resolution broadband spectral-domain OCT system 

 

For spectral interference data collection, a custom built fibre-based SDOCT 

system is used with supercontinuum laser light and a broadband spectrometer. 

The SDOCT system has an axial and lateral resolution of 3.8 µm in air and 5.5 

µm, respectively [57]. This SDOCT system operates within a wavelength range 

of 1100 nm to 1500 nm with a central wavelength of 1300 nm. The system has a 

sensitivity of 109 dB at 73 kHz line rate. Detectable spatial period or spatial 

frequency range depends on the light source bandwidth and spectrometer 

bandwidth range. The data acquisition process was performed through our home-
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built software platform written in LabVIEW. All post-processing steps were done 

separately in MATLAB after data acquisition to reconstruct conventional B-scan 

images and nanosensitive OCT (nsOCT) images. 

4.4.2 Tissue Sample Preparation 

 

This research study was approved by the Galway Clinical Research Ethics 

Committee and the approved reference number is C.A. 2575. All the fresh tissue 

samples from human skin are prepared in accordance with the guidelines of the 

Department of Anatomic Pathology, Galway University Hospital. Tissue samples 

are examined by a pathologist, who documents any gross abnormalities and 

applies ink to the margins of the specimen, prior to sectioning the specimen into 

2 mm slices to be processed for microtomy and H&E staining to facilitate 

pathological diagnosis. Concomitantly a representative section of tissue, 

including tumour and adjacent normal tissue is taken for this research study. All 

the tissue samples were kept into 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution to keep 

the samples fresh and to minimize the structural changes. Only during the OCT 

imaging, all the tissue samples were removed from the PFA solution for a 

minimum period to avoid dehydration. After finishing the OCT imaging from the 

same tissue sample, one slice was taken for histology imaging and the rest of the 

tissue block was embedded in paraffin for high-resolution confocal microscopy 

imaging with the help of pathologists. During histology and confocal microscopy 

imaging, tissue samples were kept in the same orientation as the OCT image. 
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4.4.3 Confocal and light microscopy image analysis flowchart 

To analyse the spatial frequency profiles from the confocal and H&E slide 

images, we analysed two hundreds vertical line profiles across the confocal image 

in a given region and Fourier transform of these profiles were calculated to obtain 

the spectrum of spatial period distribution of the structures as shown in flowchart 

below. The regions within the confocal image were carefully chosen to avoid any 

artefacts caused by fixation/folding. From the Fourier spectrum of the profiles, 

median spatial frequencies/periods of the spectrum were calculated using 

equation 4.19  

                                                                                 (4.19)  

where x(n) represents the intensity of the spatial frequency/period profile at the 

frequency/period f(n). This method characterises the median local structure size 

within the sample. 

 

 

4.5 Results and Discussion  

 

4.5.1 Submicron axial periodic structures and numerical simulation to 

construct nsOCT image  

 

The nsOCT technique was used to image two samples with sub-micron periodic 

structure along depth (reflection Bragg gratings) from OptiGrate Corp. USA, as 

proof of concept. These two samples have different axial periodic structures, and 

the periodicity is 431.56 nm and 441.76 nm. Each periodic layer was fabricated 
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using a sinusoidal refractive index variation of 1.483 ± 0.001. The periodicity of 

the sample remains stable for ambient temperatures up to 400°C. Each sample 

has a thickness of ~3 mm. To mimic this experimental condition, we synthesized 

and performed numerical simulation using three different axial periodic structures 

with periodicities of 431.56 nm, 441.76 nm, and 445.04 nm. In these axial 

periodic structure simulations, we followed the same sinusoidal refractive index 

variation as Bragg grating samples. In our previous paper, we showed the 

simulation of randomized submicron axial structures with different periodicities 

at different depths to mimic the tissue-like structure [44]. We demonstrated that 

a few nanometres structural differences can be detected between the randomized 

axial structures along the depth direction. In our present simulation strategy, we 

applied this to an OCT system with a broadband supercontinuum laser and 

followed standard SDOCT image construction theory to implement the proposed 

nsOCT simulation [55, 56]. To mimic the same fabricated layer sample, in the 

simulation, we divided each periodic layer into many sublayers with a thickness 

of 0.01 nm to make it smooth enough for sinusoidal refractive index variation. 

For example, one sample has 431.56 nm periodicity and the number of sublayers 

in each periodic layer is 43,156. The SDOCT interference signal was formed from 

the different layers of the synthesized structure and the reference wave of the 

gold-coated mirror reflection. In the simulation, we added some background 

noise from the detector spectra to mimic the same experimental condition. To 

match the experimental conditions, we used a signal-to-noise ratio of ~ 69 dB in 

the simulation. Finally, the B-scan image was formed after the inverse Fourier 

transform of the interference signal. In OCT simulation the same sinusoidal 

refractive index variation was considered for all three samples with layer 

thicknesses of   431.56 nm, 441.76 nm, and 445.04 nm. From these simulations, 

we have demonstrated that our state of art nsOCT method can detect depth-

resolved submicron structures with an accuracy of a few nanometres. 
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Simulated OCT B-scan images from three different periodic structures 

and corresponding original spatial periods. (b) nsOCT B-scan images from (a) 

along with the detected submicron structural sizes. 

 

To validate the nsOCT technique, we constructed intensity-based OCT B-scan 

images from three different synthetic axial structures. In Figure 4.4(a), we show 

the OCT B-scans from the synthetic structures along with their axial structural 

size. Figure 4.4(b) shows numerically constructed dominant spatial periods 

mapping nsOCT image from the Figure 4.4(a) OCT B-scan image. Detected 

submicron axial structural sizes are mentioned on each nsOCT image. From this 

numerical nsOCT technique, it is clearly seen that the submicron axial structure 

is detectable within the ~2 nm accuracy. 

 

4.5.2 Experimental validation of nsOCT from submicron axial 

structures 

To demonstrate the potential of nsOCT technique to detect axial submicron 

structures experimentally, we imaged two Bragg gratings from OptiGrate Corp, 

USA with periodicities of 431.56 nm and 441.76 nm, respectively. Figure 4.5(a) 
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represents the conventional intensity-based OCT B-scan image from the two 

periodic samples. Figure 4.5(b) shows the corresponding nsOCT B-scan images 

formed as a colour map from the detected spatial periods. The information from 

high spatial frequency content is not preserved in conventional OCT processing. 

Consequently, the structural difference between the two samples cannot be 

detected in conventional intensity-based OCT B-scan images. However, from the 

proposed nsOCT method ~10 nm axial structural difference is easily visualized 

between the two Bragg gratings with ~2 nm detection accuracy. Each Bragg 

grating has a ~150 nm antireflection coating on the top surface which can be seen 

with a different colour in figure 4.5(b) nsOCT B-scan image. Figure 4.5(b) 

nsOCT B-scan image confirms that using the nsOCT method, we can detect 

nanoscale structural alterations within submicron axial structures.           
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Fig. 4.5 Experimental demonstration of nsOCT technique using Bragg gratings, 

the detected axial spatial periods are 431.56 nm and 441.67 nm. (a) OCT B-scan 

image, (b) nsOCT B-scan image of the two Bragg gratings. The colour bar 

represents structural size in nanometres. 

 

4.5.3 nsOCT approach to detect submicron structural changes within 

marginal area from human skin cancer tissue 

 

   

After successful numerical and experimental validation of the nsOCT approach, 

we applied the nsOCT technique to fresh human skin cancer tissue samples. We 

collected skin tissue samples with healthy and lesional parts within one sample. 

After 3D OCT image acquisition from those collected tissue samples, the nsOCT 

technique was applied to distinguish both regions with an intervening margin 

area. Here, we show three conventional OCT and corresponding nsOCT en face 

images from a 3D volume image. Figures 4.6(a), 4.6(d), and 4.6(g) represent 

conventional intensity-based OCT en face images at depths of 200 m, 400 m, 

and 600 m (from the top surface of the tissue), respectively from the acquired 

3D volume. It is impossible to detect structural changes between healthy and 

lesion regions from the conventional OCT en face images in Figures. 4.6(a), 

4.6(d), and 4.6(g). Figures 4.6(b), 4.6(e), and 4.6(h) represent nsOCT en face 

images which were constructed from the complex spectral interference OCT 

signal. In the nsOCT en face images, colour code mapping represents the different 

dominant nanoscale structural sizes of the tissue. Within the nsOCT en face 

images, a null value for accurate spatial period measurement is set as a dark blue 

background colour and does not represent any structure. In contrast to 

conventional OCT, the nsOCT image is formed using different contrast 

mechanisms like the dominant size of the sub-micron structure at a given location. 
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Figures 4.6(c), 4.6(f), and 4.6(i) show the change in mean spatial periods from 

the healthy region to the lesion region of the nsOCT en face images 4.6(b), 4.6(e), 

and 4.6(h) respectively. The mean spatial period was calculated from the nsOCT 

en face images. From figure 4.6(c), it can be clearly observed that from the 

healthy region to lesional region, the mean spatial period (Hz) value increased 

from 469 ± 1.3 (mean spatial period ± standard deviation) nm to 478.9 ± 1.4 nm. 

Similarly, figure 4.6(f) and 4.6(i) shows the mean spatial period changing from 

472.1 ± 1.0 nm to 478.8 ± 1.1 nm and from 472.2 ± 1.0 nm to 478.8 ±1.1 nm, 

respectively. Red dashed lines in Figures 4.6(c), 4.6(f), and 4.6(i) represent the 

mean spatial period values of each region. So, the mean spatial period of the 

structure has been increased from left to right side within the nsOCT enface 

images. According to the mean spatial period distribution in figures. 4.6(c), 4.6(f), 

and 4.6(i) the region where the slope changes represent the margin between the 

healthy and lesional regions of the tissue. The width of the margin is represented 

by the spacing between the two black straight lines in the figures. 4.6(c), 4.6(f), 

and 4.6(i). In the nsOCT enface images, the spacing between the two red curved 

lines represents the margin between the healthy and lesional regions. The spacing 

between the red curves in figures 4.6(b), 4.6(e), and 4.6(h) are determined 

according to the spacing between the two black straight lines in figures. 4.6(c), 

4.6(f) and 4.6(i). From figures. 4.6(a), 4.6(d), and 4.6(g) it can be observed that 

conventional intensity-based OCT en face images cannot distinguish healthy and 

lesional regions. It can give only the intensity value at each point, which provides 

only reflectivity at a given location and does not convey any information about 

the structures below the resolution limit at that location. In contrast, the processed 

nsOCT en face images and the mean spatial period profile of these nsOCT en face 

images clearly show the differences in the spatial period within the healthy and 

lesional regions. 
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Fig. 4.6 (a), (d), and (g) conventional intensity-based OCT en face images of the 

tissue at the depths of ~200 µm, 400 µm, and 600 µm respectively. (b), (e), and 

(h) are corresponding nsOCT en face images with spatial period mapping, 

presenting the dominant structural size.  The healthy, marginal, and lesional 

regions are separated by the red lines. The colour bar of the nsOCT en face 

images represents the spatial periods in nanometres. Plot (c), (f), and (i) show 

changes in the mean dominant spatial period of the structure between the two 

regions, defining an intervening marginal area in the nsOCT en face images. 

 

Further we have constructed a series of repeating experiments on different fresh 

skin tissues from the different patients under the same protocol and processing. 
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Analysing the experimental data of twelve tissue samples we made a summary of 

dominant spatial period changes between healthy and lesional regions as 

presented in table 4.1. Summarizing all the experimental data sets using the 

proposed nsOCT method, we found that from the nsOCT en face images (at a 

depth of ~200 m) there is a consistent decrease of the mean spatial period (mean 

spatial period ± standard deviation) values to the healthy region, and it is 

providing a reasonably convincing verification of the nanoscale structural 

changes between the two regions. 

Table 4.1 The means spatial period changes of the lesional and healthy regions 

Tissue 

samples 

Mean spatial periods (nm) 

Lesion region Healthy 

region 

         Shift  

S1 482.0±1.3 475.7±1.4           6.7  

S2 479.7±1.0 473.7±1.0           6.0  

S3 478.8±1.2 472.2±1.0           6.6  

S4 479.8±1.1 473.2±1.0           6.6  

S5 477.8±1.3 468.0±1.3           9.8  

S6 481.0±1.3 474.7±1.4           6.4  

S7 480.8±1.0 475.8±1.3          5.0  

S8 479.8±1.6 471.0±1.3           8.8  

S9 483.0±1.3 476.8±1.5          6.2  

S10 479.8±1.0 473.8±1.0          6.0  

S11 480.0±1.0 475.13±1.7          5.0  

S12 482.1±1.8 475.3±1.6           6.9  
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4.5.4 Structural sizes comparison between nsOCT technique and high-

resolution confocal microscopy image from marginal area of human 

skin cancer tissue 

Currently, stained tissue slides of formalin-fixed or paraffin-embedded tissue 

section images using a bright-field microscope are the gold standard to evaluate 

nanoscale morphological features. In addition to the nsOCT results to analysis 

the nanoscale structural changes, laser scanning confocal microscopy images 

were used for structural comparison. After OCT imaging, the same tissue sample 

was fixed with paraffin for confocal microscopy imaging. Laser scanning 

confocal microscopy enables imaging of lesional and healthy skin tissue at 

cellular resolution in the freshly excised fixed tissue block [5]. We used a 405 nm 

excitation wavelength and an objective lens with an NA (Numerical Aperture) of 

0.9 for acquiring the image. The image consisted of 4096 × 4096 pixels covering 

an area of 225 × 225 m, which corresponds to 55 nm/pixel with a lateral 

resolution of 166 nm. The confocal microscopy image of the tissue block is 

presented in figure 4.7(a). To validate the nsOCT results with the confocal 

microscopy image, spatial frequency changes of the structures within the two 

regions were calculated. To analyse the spatial frequency profiles, regions of 

interest marked by red square boxes were taken from the confocal image 4.7(a). 

We have analysed two hundred vertical line profiles from the red square boxes. 

To obtain the spatial period distribution of the structures, we applied Fourier 

transforms on these line profiles. The median spatial frequency/period (MSP) of 

the spectrum was calculated after the Fourier analysis of the spectrum profiles 

[47]. From the two hundred vertical line profiles, average MSP was calculated to 

distinguish the spatial period changes of the structures within the healthy and 

lesional regions. Figures 4.7(c) and 4.7(d) show the spatial period profile of the 

median spatial period values from the lesional and healthy regions, respectively. 

In figures 4.7(c) and 4.7(d) the red dotted line represents the median spatial period 

values from the lesional and healthy regions. From the red dotted line, it can be 
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observed that the median spatial period is higher, or it is shifted towards the right 

of the spectrum for the lesional region. It indicates an increase in the spatial period 

of the structures within the lesional region compared to the healthy region. This 

study supports our results acquired using the nsOCT technique. Figure 4.7(b) box 

plot shows the distribution of the mean spatial periods of healthy and lesional 

regions and it is calculated from the confocal image line profile of figure 4.7(a). 

The box plot indicates that the spatial period of the nanoscale structures within 

the lesional region increased compared to the healthy region. The mean spatial 

period distribution of the healthy region is 638 ± 107 nm (mean SP ± standard 

deviation) and for the lesional region is 765 ± 135 nm. From the confocal 

microscope image, each red boxes line profile was analyzed for statistical t-test 

comparison of the median spatial period values of the healthy and lesional 

regions. Paired t-test results show a significant difference (p <3.48x10-24) in 

spatial period between the healthy and lesional regions. Thus, the Fourier analysis 

results of the confocal microscopy images support the results acquired using the 

nsOCT technique. The higher structural size in the lesional region could be 

attributed to nuclear enlargement, increased nuclear-to cytoplasmic ratio, nuclear 

membrane irregularities, hyperchromasia, and abnormal chromatin distribution. 

In the lesional region, cells are also likely to have an increased volume of genetic 

material as well as altered nuclear envelope shape. All these factors may also 

contribute to the differing observation between healthy and lesional regions [57]. 

Particularly in skin, the basal layer of the epidermis contains multiplying 

keratinocytes. Terminally differentiating progeny leave this layer and enlarge 

progressively as they move outward through the spinous layer. The size of the 

cell is related to the degree of its terminal differentiation. In cell culture studies, 

human keratinocyte nuclei were found to vary from 3-10 microns to 11-20 

microns in diameter [58-60] during progression from benign to malignant. 

Further investigation is required to compare the nsOCT results with the nuclear 

components structural sizes of the cancer cell.          
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Fig. 4.7 (a) Confocal microscopy image of the tissue sample. Line profiles of the 

selected red square box regions were taken for spatial period profile 

measurements using Fourier transform (b) box plot showing the spatial period 

distribution of the healthy and lesional regions. (c) and (d) spatial period profile 

obtained from selected lesional and healthy regions of the tissue.   

 

4.5.5 Healthy and lesional regions structure comparison from H&E 

slide image using high-resolution light microscope 

 

We used an Olympus light microscopy of 580 nm wavelength and an objective 

lens with an NA (Numerical Aperture) 0.75 for acquiring the H&E slide image. 

Image consisted of 2056 X 1920 pixels covering an area of 283 X 212 mm, which 

corresponds to 110 nm/pixel with a lateral resolution of 286 nm. The light 
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microscopy image of the H&E slide is presented in figure 4.8(a). To validate the 

nsOCT results with the light microscopy image, spatial frequency changes of the 

structures within the two regions have been calculated. To analyse the spatial 

frequency profiles black square boxes regions were taken of the light microscope 

image 4.8(a). We have analysed two hundred vertical line profiles from the black 

square boxes. To obtain the spatial period distribution of the structures, Fourier 

transforms have been applied on these line profiles. Median spatial 

frequency/period (msf) of the spectrum was calculated after the Fourier analysis 

of the spectrum profiles. Figure 4.8(b) box plot shows the distribution of the mean 

spatial periods of healthy and lesion regions, and it is calculated from the line 

profiles of figure 4.8(a). The box plot indicates that the spatial period of the 

nanoscale structures within the lesional region increased compared to the healthy 

region. The mean spatial period distribution of the healthy region is 837 ± 0.5 nm 

(mean SP ± standard deviation) and for the lesional region is 900 ± 0.3 nm. 

 

Fig. 4.8 (a) Histological sectioning image of the tissue sample. Line profiles of the 

selected black square boxes region were taken for spatial period profile 

measurements using Fourier transform (b) box plot showing the spatial period 

distribution of the healthy and lesional regions. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

 

This chapter described differences between the nanoscale structure of healthy and 

lesional/cancerous regions, undetectable using conventional OCT, can be clearly 

detected by the nsOCT approach. Using nsOCT we demonstrated the ability to 

detect the depth-resolved structural changes within a 3D tissue sample and 

visualize the margin between the healthy and lesional/cancerous regions at 

different depths. By increasing the sensitivity of OCT to nanoscale structural 

changes within the sample, the described nsOCT approach bridges the gap 

between high resolution imaging and enhanced depth of imaging in OCT. The 

detected dynamic range of the nanometre length scale sensitivity of the tissue 

structure depends on the illumination source spectral bandwidth. The chapter 

discussed the advantages of using broadband light source like supercontinuum 

laser. Within the detected broader spectral range revealed the different structural 

information. Therefore, all the detected tissue structural sizes are within our 

illumination bandwidth range. There may be some other axial structural sizes 

within the tissue beyond our detection range. To detect those axial structures, 

further investigation with a larger illumination source bandwidth OCT system 

would be required. Nevertheless, we demonstrated the ability of the nsOCT to 

detect the depth-resolved structural changes and visualize the margin between the 

healthy and lesional/cancerous regions using this limited bandwidth of spatial 

frequencies. This chapter also discussed a comparative study, where confocal 

microscopy was used to detect nanometre scale structural changes at different 

bandwidths of structural sizes. This comparative study shows a similar trend to 

the nsOCT results. A corresponding study with other bandwidths of the lower 

spatial frequencies was done using histological images. The results demonstrate 

that for both nsOCT and confocal microscopy, the measured spatial period, or 

dominant structural sizes in the lesional region is higher compared to the healthy 

region for both images.  
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As a future study, we believe that the nsOCT method can be used as a tool to 

detect and monitor skin cancer at an early stage, possibly in a pre-invasive phase, 

which may facilitate early clinical intervention. Implementation in real-time 

would allow more confident surgery about the marginal area of the skin cancer 

region and avoid hospital stay/revisit. To further develop this technique for in 

vivo imaging applications especially in clinical imaging during the biopsy process 

and comparison with the nsOCT technique to detect the healthy and 

lesional/cancerous region along with the marginal area is required. Further, the 

nsOCT technique can be used to study the morphological changes in any samples, 

where the conventional OCT is used. For example, nsOCT can be applied for 

study of some low scattering ex vivo biological tissues like cornea of the eye, 

where OCT is already well established for clinical ophthalmic imaging 

application. In the next chapter we studied the nanoscale structural changes in 

cornea using corneal cross-linking treatment as another nsOCT application. 
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Chapter 5 

Non-invasive detection of nanoscale structural changes in cornea associated 

with cross-linking treatment 

5.1 Introduction 

Corneal ectasia has the potential to cause significant vision impairment, 

particularly in its progressive form, which is characterized by the inherent 

structural weakness of the cornea [1, 2]. Keratoconus, the most prevalent type of 

corneal ectasia that affects approximately 1 in 375 individuals worldwide, is an 

ocular condition characterized by the degeneration of the cornea due to thinning. 

This leads to a localized reduction in the corneal curvature radius and the presence 

of abnormal wavefront aberrations [3-5]. Keratoconus is a progressive, non-

inflammatory disease that results in instability of the corneal structure and may 

eventually necessitate a corneal transplant. In recent years, a non-surgical 

treatment known as corneal cross-linking (CXL) has been established as an 

effective method for halting the progression of keratoconus, thereby allowing 

patients to avoid a corneal transplant [6-9]. CXL involves the use of ultraviolet-

A (UVA) light with a central wavelength of 365 nm and a photosensitizer 

(riboflavin, vitamin B2) to modify the biomechanical properties of the corneal 

tissue [10-12]. It is considered a minimally invasive procedure that strengthens 

the connections between collagen fibrils in the corneal stroma. The U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) granted approval for CXL in April 2016 [13]. 

Despite having been used clinically for several years, there are still ongoing 

investigations into certain principles and underlying processes of corneal cross-

linking (CXL), including the role of oxygen, optimal treatment duration, and 

methods for monitoring and assessing the treatment [14, 15]. The fundamental 

theory behind CXL is photo-polymerization, which involves the formation of 

chemical bonds between collagen, proteoglycans, and other proteins within the 
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corneal stroma. Several studies have reported that the increase in tissue stiffness 

is associated with modifications in mechanical properties, which are closely 

related to ultrastructural changes within the cross-linked cornea, such as 

alterations in collagen fibril characteristics [16, 17]. Detecting structural changes 

in the corneal stroma during the CXL procedure would enable a more thorough 

investigation of the healing processes and the effectiveness of medications. 

Furthermore, characterizing these structural changes could potentially improve 

optical monitoring and enhance treatment methods for repairing corneal damage 

in the future [18-22]. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) have been utilized to examine the relationship between mechanical 

behavior and changes in the corneal ultrastructure following CXL in rabbit eyes 

[23, 24]. While these technologies can provide clear imaging of the nanoscale 

structure, they are only suitable for in vitro samples. Another approach for 

detecting corneal ultrastructure is histology, which requires the examination of 

tissue anatomy and thus is applicable only to ex vivo tissue. Other methodologies, 

such as X-ray microscopy [25] and confocal microscopy [26, 27], also have their 

limitations, including potential harm from radiation damage, limited imaging 

area, or shallow imaging depth. These factors present challenges in the context of 

clinical eye diagnostics. 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a technique that was first introduced in 

1991 by a team at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) for 

visualizing changes in the human eye. It is based on optical low-coherence 

interferometry and utilizes the detection of the time delay and intensity of light 

reflections or back-scatterings from internal tissue structures to generate two-

dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) cross-sectional tomographic images 

[28-30]. OCT has proven to be highly valuable for visualizing transparent and 

weakly scattering media, particularly the cornea, and has had a significant impact 
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in the field of ophthalmology [15, 31-33]. Recent advancements in OCT 

technology have also made it possible to image highly scattering tissues in other 

medical fields such as dermatology, gastroenterology, oncology, and 

interventional cardiology. With its high resolution, noninvasive nature, fast 

imaging speed, and ability to provide three-dimensional images, OCT bridges the 

gap between optical microscopy and currently available clinical imaging 

methods, offering both high-resolution imaging and depth information. 

In recent years, there has been a significant increase in interest in the use of optical 

coherence tomography (OCT) for ophthalmic applications. One area that has 

greatly benefited from OCT technology is refractive surgery on the cornea, 

including procedures such as phakic intraocular lens implantation, laser-assisted 

in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) enhancement, and lamellar keratoplasty. The 

availability of OCT has opened up promising opportunities for therapeutic and 

diagnostic purposes in both research and clinical applications within the field of 

ophthalmology. 

However, it's important to note that the spatial and axial resolution of OCT is 

inherently limited by the wavelength of the light source used and the optical 

components employed. While OCT has proven to be highly useful in various 

ophthalmic treatments, certain specific procedures involving the cornea, such as 

monitoring the cross-linking process, require image resolution in the nanometer 

range, as demonstrated through the use of transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques [23, 34]. 

In this chapter, we will discuss the application of over-sampling nanosensitive 

optical coherence tomography (nsOCT) for investigating structural alterations 

within ex vivo bovine cornea during corneal cross-linking (CXL) treatment with 

nanoscale sensitivity. The nsOCT technique involves increasing the number of 

points within the detected bandwidth to extract high spatial frequency 

information from the interference spectra. To validate the nanoscale detection 
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capability of nsOCT, we conducted experiments using two periodic Bragg grating 

samples with known dimensional sizes, successfully distinguishing between 

them. For the investigation of corneal cross-linking, we followed the Dresden 

protocol, which is considered the gold standard for CXL treatment. Data from the 

corneas were recorded and analyzed at three time intervals: 1) after epithelium 

removal, 2) following a 30-minute riboflavin instillation, and 3) after a 30-minute 

UVA irradiation. We present over-sampling nsOCT B-scans and en face results 

at different depths within the cornea, consistently demonstrating the findings. The 

spatial periods of the cornea showed a slight increase after 30 minutes of 

riboflavin instillation, but a significant decrease after 30 minutes of UVA 

irradiation. These results indicate that over-sampling nsOCT has the potential to 

detect nano-sized structural changes that are valuable for improving corneal 

treatment methods. 

5.2  Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Principle and demonstration of the over-sampling nsOCT 

The scattering potential of a three-dimensional (3D) object can be reconstructed 

by analyzing the distribution of the complex amplitude of the light scattered by 

the object in the far zone. This reconstruction is achieved through a 3D inverse 

Fourier transform [35]. As discussed in the previous chapter, the spectral 

encoding of spatial frequency (SESF) approach has been utilized to characterize 

structures with nanoscale sensitivity. Building upon this theory, over-sampling 

nanosensitive optical coherence tomography (nsOCT) has been proposed as a 

label-free, depth-resolved sensing technique for probing structural changes at the 

nanoscale [40-45]. In this particular study, over-sampling is employed to increase 

the number of points in the reconstructed axial spatial frequency or period 

profiles. Conventional OCT techniques typically result in the loss of high-

frequency information during the inverse Fourier transform process, limiting the 
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axial resolution to the micron level, which is determined by the spectral 

bandwidth of the light source used. 

The nsOCT method utilizes spectral encoding to transfer the spectrally encoded 

axial spatial period from K-space to the reconstructed object space, with each 

axial spatial frequency being encoded with a specific wavelength. The signal 

processing steps for nsOCT are illustrated in a flowchart shown in figure 5.1. To 

enable over-sampling in nsOCT, we first process the interference spectra by 

performing preliminary modifications. These modifications include K-space 

linearization, removal of background noise, apodization, and dispersion 

compensation. After these initial steps, the processed spectra are decomposed into 

several sub-bands using Tukey windows, as typically done in nsOCT imaging. In 

order to reduce the spatial frequency range within each sub-band, we apply over-

sampling by shifting the window with the same width. This means that the starting 

point for each processing shifts along with the spatial frequency, as depicted in 

figure 5.1(a). The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is then applied to each sub-band 

signal, generating amplitude profiles along all the imaging depths for a specific 

spatial frequency range, as shown in figure 5.1(b). By combining all the over-

sampled spatial profiles, it becomes possible to reconstruct the dominant 

structural size of each voxel. This is achieved by identifying the medium spatial 

periods with the highest energy contribution, as indicated in figure 5.1(c). The 

collected complex amplitudes of the spectrum are converted to complex 

amplitudes of spatial frequencies based on a specific equation 4.16. The spatial 

periods of the structure (denoted as) can be determined using another equation 

4.18. Finally, the nsOCT image is constructed by mapping the corresponding 

dominant spatial period to each voxel using an optimized thresholding approach. 
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Fig. 5.1 Flowchart illustrates the steps involved in the over-sampling nsOCT signal 

processing. (a) Decompose axial spatial frequencies into multiple sub-bands and 

shift the dividing windows for over-sampling the spatial frequencies. (b) Fast 

Fourier Transform is applied to each sub-band to acquire the amplitude along 

different depths within each specific spatial frequency range. (c) The spatial 

period profiles are reconstructed by summing up the energy contributions from 

all sub-bands, and the dominant structural size for each voxel is obtained based 

on these reconstructed profiles. 
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5.2.2 Experimental validation of the proposed nsOCT method using sum-

micron structures 

To validate the proposed nsOCT method experimentally, we utilized two 

reflection Bragg gratings with periodicities of 431.6 nm and 441.7 nm from 

OptiGrate, Florida, United States. These gratings consisted of sinusoidal 

refractive index variations with a value of 1.483 ± 0.001. To simulate imaging 

conditions similar to real tissue, a two-layer plastic tape was placed on top of the 

Bragg gratings, along with a tissue paper layer, as shown in figure 5.2(a). In the 

image, the highly scattered region on the right side corresponds to the tissue 

paper. 

Figure 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) represent the conventional intensity-based OCT B-scan 

and en face images, respectively. In these images, the structural differences 

between the Bragg gratings are not distinguishable since the high-frequency 

information is not available through standard OCT processing. However, by 

employing the proposed nsOCT method, both the nsOCT B-scan and en face 

images were constructed, mapping the spatial periods as shown in figure 5.2(c) 

and 5.2(d). These images clearly visualize the nanometre-scale structural 

difference (approximately 10 nm) between the two Bragg gratings. The spatial 

periods of the tape and tissue paper exhibit a diffuse distribution of various values 

due to the random nature of their structural sizes. Through these proof-of-concept 

demonstrations, we successfully confirm that the nsOCT method holds promise 

for sensing nanoscale structural alterations along the depth axis. 
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Fig. 5.2 Experimental validation of the over-sampling nsOCT method by both B-

scan and en face images. The two periodicity-different Bragg gratings and a tissue 

paper were covered under a two-layer tape. (a, b) Conventional intensity-based 

OCT B-scan and en face image at the depth marked by the dashed line. (c, d) The 

corresponding nsOCT B-scan and en face image with spatial periods mapping, 

visualizing the nanoscale structural differences between the samples. The colour 

bar presents the spatial periods with unit nanometre. 

 

5.2.3 Numerical and experimental realization of nsOCT and over-sampling 

nsOCT methods on phantoms 

To provide a clearer understanding of the distinction between over-sampling 

nsOCT and the previous nsOCT method, we conducted simulations and 

experiments. In the simulation, we generated seven samples with varying axial 

periodicities: 425 nm, 428 nm, 431 nm, 434 nm, 437 nm, 440 nm, and 443 nm. 

The aim was to assess the capability of each method to detect and differentiate 

small structural differences. Figure 3 presents the results of the simulation. It 
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demonstrates that the over-sampling nsOCT technique allows for the 

discrimination of structural differences as small as 3 nm. On the other hand, the 

previous nsOCT method, without over-sampling, could only detect differences of 

6 nm but was unable to distinguish such small differences effectively. 

These finding obtained through simulation and provide clarity on the improved 

performance of over-sampling nsOCT in detecting and resolving finer structural 

differences compared to the previous nsOCT method. The implementation of 

over-sampling enables enhanced sensitivity and resolution, facilitating the 

differentiation of nanoscale variations that may not be discernible using 

conventional nsOCT approaches. 

 

 

Fig. 5.3 Results of the nsOCT simulation with and without oversampling. (a) 

nsOCT without over-sampling can detect the difference of 6 nm but cannot 

distinguish very small  difference, (b) nsOCT with over-sampling is able to 

distinguish the structural difference of 3 nm. 
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In the experiment, we continued to utilize Bragg gratings to demonstrate the 

performance of the over-sampling nsOCT method. For the Bragg grating with a 

periodicity of 431.6 nm, we measured a value of 430.4 nm (with an discrepancy 

of 1.2 nm) using the over-sampling nsOCT technique, while the previous nsOCT 

method yielded a measurement of 428.2 nm (with an discrepancy of 3.4 nm), as 

depicted in figure 5.4(a, b). This comparison clearly illustrates that over-sampling 

nsOCT provides higher measurement accuracy, enabling more precise 

determination of the structural periodicity. Similarly, for the Bragg grating with 

a periodicity of 441.7 nm, we obtained a measurement of 440.1 nm using the 

over-sampling nsOCT method, while the previous nsOCT method yielded a 

measurement of 438.2 nm, as demonstrated in figure 5.4(c, d). 

These experimental results reaffirm the advantages of over-sampling nsOCT in 

terms of improved measurement accuracy. By incorporating over-sampling, the 

method enables more accurate determination of the structural periodicity, leading 

to enhanced precision in the measurement of nanoscale structural features. 
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Fig. 5.4 Experimental results of the Bragg gratings with the axial periodicity of 

431.6 nm and 441.7 nm. (a) The nsOCT without over-sampling presents a 428.2 

nm structural size. Error is 3.4 nm. (b)The nsOCT with over-sampling shows a 

430.4 nm structural size. Error is 1.2 nm. (c) The nsOCT without over-sampling 

presents a 488.2 nm structural size. Error is 3.5 nm. (d) The nsOCT with over-

sampling shows a 440.1 nm structural size. Error is 1.6 nm. The colour bar present 

the spatial periods with unit nanometre. 

 

5.2.4 Ex vivo bovine corneal cross-linking experiment 

 

In the CXL experiments, we specifically chose bovine corneas to ensure a 

consistent sample quality. The bovine eyes were obtained from a local abattoir, 

Athenry Quality Meats Ltd, located in County Galway, Ireland. The eyes were 
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harvested in the evening following slaughter, within 2 hours post mortem, and 

were subsequently stored at a temperature of 4°C. The abattoir granted 

permission for the use of these eyes in research. 

 

For the ex vivo studies, we selected eye globes with intact epithelium and clear 

corneas. The first step involved the removal of the epithelium using a stainless-

steel spatula. The CXL process was then performed in a dark environment using 

riboflavin (MedioCROSS M, 0.1% Riboflavin, 1.1% HPMC) as the 

photosensitizer. UV-A light (UV-XTM 2000, IROC Innocross, Zurich, 

Switzerland) was used for the final irradiation, with an illumination spot size of 

9.5 mm, an intensity of 3.0 mW/cm2, and an energy dose of 5.4 J/cm2. 

 

Following the Dresden protocol, which is widely recognized as the current gold 

standard for CXL treatment, we conducted structural assessments at three distinct 

stages of the treatment process. These stages included immediately after epithelial 

removal, after a 30-minute riboflavin instillation, and after a 30-minute UVA 

irradiation, with additional continuous installation of riboflavin every 2 minutes 

during the UVA exposure. 

 

5.2.5 Experimental system setup  

For the data acquisition, a commercial spectral-domain optical coherence 

tomography (SDOCT) system (Telesto Ⅲ, Thorlabs, Inc. New Jersey, United 

States) with an objective lens LSM03 (NA=0.055, lateral resolution=13 μm) was 

used in our experiments. This high-resolution OCT system, operating at the 

central wavelength of 1300 nm with sensitivity 96 dB at 76 kHz rate, can reach 

an axial resolution of 5.5 μm and imaging depth of 3.6 mm in air. 
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5.3  Results 

5.3.1 Structural visualization of virgin and treated cornea from confocal 

microscope images 

 

In our study, we utilized a laser scanning confocal microscopy system (FV 3000, 

Olympus) to examine the differences between untreated and treated corneas. The 

imaging process was carried out using a 405 nm excitation wavelength and an 

objective lens with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.85 (UPLSAPO 20XO). Figure 

5.5 illustrate the confocal microscopy images of both the virgin (untreated) and 

treated corneas. The virgin corneas exhibited highly reflective and clearly 

delineated cell nuclei with an oval shape, which are indicated by white arrows. 

No visualizations of keratocyte processes or collagen fibers were observed in 

these images. On the other hand, the crosslinked corneas displayed the presence 

of reflective interconnected stellate structures. These structures were 

characterized by elongated nuclei and the presence of keratocyte apoptotic 

bodies. The confocal microscopy images provide visual evidence of corneal 

crosslinking having occurred during the CXL treatment. 
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Fig. 5.5 Confocal microscopy images of the virgin and treated cornea. (a) The 

virgin corneas consist of highly reflective and well-demarcated cell nuclei with 

an oval shape, indicated by white arrows. (b) The treated cornea is populated with 

some reflective interconnected stellate structures, containing elongated nuclei 

and keratocyte apoptotic bodies. The scale bar is 100 μm. 

 

 

5.3.2 Structural comparisons of virgin cornea, after riboflavin installation, and 

after CXL process using oversampling nsOCT technique 

 

Figure 5.6(a, c, e) presents the intensity-based OCT B-scans corresponding to the 

three processing steps in the CXL treatment. In these conventional OCT images, 

it is not possible to identify structural changes that are smaller than the resolution 

limit. As a result, no discernible structural differences within the corneas can be 

observed. To overcome this limitation, we applied the proposed nsOCT method 

to analyze the structural responses during the CXL treatment. Figure 5.6(b, d, f) 

presents the nsOCT B-scans with spatial periods mapping. By employing the 

nsOCT technique, we can clearly visualize the structural alterations that occur 

during the treatment process. The nsOCT B-scans reveal that there are no 

apparent structural changes between the virgin cornea and the cornea after 30 

minutes of riboflavin instillation, indicating a minor increase in spatial periods 

after riboflavin immersion. However, a significant decrease in spatial periods is 

observed after 30 minutes of UVA irradiation, indicating a notable reduction in 

structural size following the CXL treatment. In figure 5.6(f), the spatial periods 

after the CXL process are clearly detected to be smaller by several nanometres 

compared to figure 5.6(b, d). 
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Fig. 5.6 B-scans of ex vivo bovine cornea during CXL treatment at three treating 

steps. (a, b) Both conventional OCT and nsOCT images acquired immediately 

after epithelial removal. (c, d) Images constructed after 30 min riboflavin 

instillation and (e, f) after 30 min UVA irradiation while finishing the treatment. 

The colour bar presents the spatial periods with unit nanometre. 

To provide quantitative analysis of the structural variations associated with CXL 

treatment, we examined the histograms and boxplots of spatial period 

distributions for B-scans at all three steps. Figure 5.7(a, b, c) illustrates the spatial 

period results for one of the bovine corneas. The mean spatial periods for the 

virgin cornea, the cornea after 30 minutes of riboflavin instillation, and the cornea 

after 30 minutes of UVA irradiation were measured to be 657.1 nm, 658.1 nm, 

and 649.6 nm, respectively. These values indicate a slightly larger spatial size 

following riboflavin immersion but a significantly smaller size after the CXL 

procedure. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the CXL treatment in reducing 

the structural size of the cornea. Furthermore, the histograms of spatial period 

distributions also reveal the shift towards smaller structural sizes in the treated 

cornea. This can be observed from the histograms, which show a displacement 
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towards lower spatial period values, indicating the reduction in structural size 

after CXL treatment. 

 

Fig. 5.7 Histogram and boxplot of spatial period distributions inside cornea 

associated with CXL treatment. (a) Virgin cornea with the mean spatial period of 

657.1 nm. (b) The cornea after 30 minutes riboflavin instillation with the mean 

value of 658.1 nm. (c) The crosslinked cornea with the mean value of 649.6 nm, 

with the histogram showing a shift towards lower spatial period compared with 

(a) and (b). 

In our study, we performed a series of repeated experiments on different bovine 

eyes, all subjected to the same CXL protocol and signal processing. By analyzing 

the experimental data from ten bovine eyes treated with CXL, we compiled a 

summary of the intensity and spatial period shifts, which are presented in Table 

5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively. From the analysis, we observed that the intensity 

values exhibited fluctuations in both negative and positive directions, without a 

consistent and continuous change in a single direction. This finding indicates that 

it is not possible to detect the variations occurring during the CXL process solely 

based on conventional intensity-based OCT. The intensity values alone do not 

provide sufficient information to assess the structural alterations taking place. 

Additionally, we measured the intensity histograms for the virgin cornea, the 

cornea after 30 minutes of riboflavin instillation, and the treated cornea. 

However, similar to the intensity values, we did not observe any significant shifts 

or noticeable differences in the intensity histograms among these stages. This 
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further supports the limitation of intensity-based OCT in capturing and 

quantifying structural changes during the CXL treatment. 

Table 5.1 The intensity changes between the virgin cornea and cross-linked 

cornea during the CXL treatment 

Bovine 

corneas 

Mean intensity values (dB) 

Virgin Treated Shift Percentage 

S1 35.86 35.57 -0.29 -0.81% 

S2 35.99 35.31 -0.68 -1.89% 

S3 35.58 34.96 -0.62 -1.74% 

S4 36.01 36.55 +0.54 +1.50% 

S5 35.90 35.36 -0.54 -1.50% 

S6 35.62 36.01 +0.39 +1.09% 

S7 35.88 36.13 +0.25 +0.70% 

S8 35.79 35.99 +0.20 +0.56% 

S9 36.03 35.69 -0.34 -0.94% 

S10 35.86 35.32 -0.54 -1.50% 

Mean 35.85± 0.15 35.69± 0.48 -0.16± 

0.46 

(-0.45± 1.23)% 
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Table 5.2 The spatial period changes of the virgin cornea and cross-linked cornea 

during the CXL treatment 

Bovine 

corneas 

Mean spatial periods (nm) 

Virgin Treated Shift Percentage 

S1 657.1 649.6 -7.5 -1.14% 

S2 652.1 638.5 -13.6 -2.09% 

S3 656.3 649.2 -7.1 -1.08% 

S4 654.3 648.1 -6.2 -0.95% 

S5 653.2 649.6 -3.6 -0.55% 

S6 651.7 646.9 -4.8 -0.74% 

S7 653.6 648.9 -4.7 -0.72% 

S8 653.9 647.3 -6.6 -1.01% 

S9 654.3 649.6 -4.7 -0.72% 

S10 652.6 647.3 -5.3 -0.81% 

Mean 653.9± 1.7 647.5± 3.3 -6.4± 2.8 (-0.98± 0.43)% 

 

In summarizing all the experimental sets conducted using the proposed over-

sampling nsOCT method, we evaluated that the spatial period of the corneas 

changed from 653.9 ± 1.7 nm (mean ± standard deviation) in the virgin corneas 

to 647.5 ± 3.3 nm in the treated corneas. This indicates a decrease in the spatial 

periods within the corneas by -6.4 ± 2.8 nm, corresponding to a percentage change 

of -0.98 ± 0.43% after the CXL treatment. Importantly, we observed a consistent 

decrease in spatial period for all the bovine corneas examined in the experiments. 

This provides strong evidence supporting the presence of nanoscale structural 

changes associated with the CXL treatment. The consistent nature of this decrease 

across multiple experiments enhances the credibility of the findings and 

underscores the efficacy of the proposed over-sampling nsOCT method in 

detecting and quantifying these nanoscale structural alterations.  
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To obtain comprehensive information, 3D volumetric data acquisition was 

employed to generate en face images at different imaging depths. Each en face 

image covered an area of 2 mm x 2 mm and consisted of 400 x 400 A-lines. The 

CXL treatment was carried out following the same protocol as described 

previously. Figure 5.8(a-c) presents the conventional OCT en face images, which 

fail to reveal any discernible features indicative of changes resulting from the 

CXL procedure. However, the nsOCT en face images, as shown in figure 5.8(d, 

e, f), demonstrate the ability to visualize nanoscale alterations, particularly 

between the virgin cornea and the cross-linked cornea. These images clearly 

exhibit a minor spatial period after the treatment, highlighting the structural 

changes that occur at the nanoscale level. In terms of quantitative analysis, the 

mean spatial periods of the en face data for the virgin cornea, the cornea after 30 

minutes of riboflavin instillation, and the cross-linked cornea were calculated to 

be 653.2 nm, 654.3 nm, and 648.6 nm, respectively. These measurements further 

confirm the reduction in spatial period and the corresponding structural 

modifications occurring as a result of the CXL treatment. 

 

Fig. 5.8 Conventional OCT and nsOCT en face images at the three key treating 

steps during CXL treatment. (a, b, c) Conventional intensity-based OCT en face 
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images of the cornea after epithelium removal, after 30 min riboflavin 

instillation and after 30 min UVA illumination, respectively. (d, e, f) The 

corresponding nsOCT en face images with spatial period mapping, presenting 

the nanoscale structural alterations. The en face images were constructed at the 

depth of ~500 μm. The colour bar presents the spatial periods with unit 

nanometre. 

 

Figure 5.9 presents the spatial period values (Y-Axis) plotted against depth (X-

Axis) in the range of 200 to 770 µm, with depth intervals of 38 µm step width. In 

figure 5.6 (b, d, f), the depth range from 0 to 200 µm does not have sufficient 

image data points due to the cornea's positioning within the imaging depth and its 

curvature shape. As a result, the image data in this specific depth range may be 

limited, affecting the visualization and analysis of structural changes in that 

region. The change in spatial period for each treatment step is clearly evident in 

the graph. The measured spatial period range depends on the detected wavelength 

range. It is possible that there are other spatial period sizes within the cornea that 

are beyond the range of our current detection capabilities. To identify and extract 

those spatial periods, further investigation using an OCT system with a larger 

illumination source bandwidth would be necessary. In the plot, the spatial period 

values for a virgin bovine cornea are represented by red circles, while the spatial 

periods for a cornea treated with riboflavin are denoted by yellow squares. It is 

notable that the spatial periods for the virgin cornea consistently exhibit smaller 

values compared to those for the riboflavin-treated cornea. A significant change 

in spatial period occurs after the 30 minutes of UVA irradiation. The values of 

the spatial periods reduce by approximately 3 nm, decreasing from 652 nm to 649 

nm. This demonstrates a measurable decrease in the structural size of the cornea 

following the CXL treatment. 
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Fig. 5.9 Mean spatial periods at various corneal depths for the virgin cornea, the 

cornea after 30 min riboflavin instillation and the cross-linked cornea, indicated 

by red, yellow and blue colour, respectively. 

In figure 5.10, a zoomed-in plot of the spatial periods of the treated cornea reveals 

a slight increase in spatial period values over the corneal depth. This observation 

is interesting and may indicate that the crosslinking process is influenced by 

adjacent biochemical reactions initiated by the superficial UVA irradiation. It is 

possible that the structural changes occurring in the superficial layers of the 

cornea generate a dominant spatial periodicity that propagates throughout the 

entire signal range. As a result, the deeper regions of the cornea appear to exhibit 

changes in structural sizes in conjunction with the top layers. However, at this 

stage, it is important to note that the exact reasons behind this phenomenon cannot 

be confirmed. Further research will be necessary to explore and understand the 

underlying mechanisms responsible for the observed changes in spatial periods 

throughout the corneal depth during the crosslinking process. 
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Fig. 5.10 The spatial periods plot of the treated cornea over different depths. 

 

Based on the values plotted in figure 5.9, a paired t-test was performed (samples 

size ten per group) which confirmed the high significance (p <10-4) between the 

virgin corneas and the group after 30 min riboflavin instillation.  The p-value test 

for spatial changes between the virgin and CXL treated corneas provided an even 

larger significance p <10-13. 

5.4 Discussion 

The experimental results obtained from Bragg gratings with known structural 

sizes have effectively demonstrated the feasibility of the over-sampling nsOCT 

method in distinguishing nanoscale structural alterations in both B-scan and en 

face images. In the study involving ex vivo bovine corneas subjected to CXL 

treatment, both conventional intensity-based OCT images and corresponding 

nsOCT images were generated for different stages of the treatment, including the 

virgin cornea after epithelial removal, the cornea after 30 minutes of riboflavin 

instillation, and the cornea after 30 minutes of UVA irradiation. The conventional 

OCT images proved to be inadequate in recognizing the internal structural 

changes within the cornea due to the limited axial resolution of only a few 

micrometers. However, through the use of the nsOCT modality, we were able to 
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detect and visualize the ultrastructural variations occurring inside the cornea 

during the CXL treatment. Specifically, our investigation revealed that the spatial 

periods of the cornea experienced a slight increase after 30 minutes of riboflavin 

instillation, indicating a minor change in structural size. However, after 30 

minutes of UVA irradiation, a significant decrease in spatial periods was 

observed, indicating a substantial reduction in the structural size of the cornea.  

According to existing reports, it is expected that the structural size inside the 

cornea would decrease after riboflavin absorption due to the dehydration caused 

by the hypertonic photosensitizer solution. However, in our study, we observed 

an increased spatial period after 30 minutes of riboflavin instillation in a dark 

environment. This finding appears to contradict the results obtained from TEM 

or SEM methods. We propose that the reason for this discrepancy lies in the 

increased refractive index inside the cornea following riboflavin immersion. In 

OCT systems, we measure the optical path difference, which is influenced by 

both the physical structural size and the refractive index of the sample. The minor 

increment in the spatial period after 30 minutes of riboflavin instillation may be 

attributed to the higher refractive index of riboflavin compared to that of the 

cornea itself. As riboflavin penetrates inside the cornea, the refractive index of 

the stroma increases, leading to a larger spatial period. This change in refractive 

index could potentially offset or mask the expected decrease in structural size 

resulting from dehydration. But in our measurement we used refractive index 

value one to measure the optical spatial period.  Thus, the combined effect of 

changes in both the physical structural size and the refractive index of the cornea 

may explain the observed increase in spatial period after riboflavin instillation, 

contrary to the anticipated decrease based on dehydration alone. 

Previous literature has discussed various methods for investigating the changes 

in interfibrillar distance and fibril diameter within the corneal stroma after CXL 

treatment. Among these methods are TEM, SEM, and X-ray imaging. A study by 
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T. Sibillano et al. [25] utilized small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) microscopy 

to examine ex vivo bovine corneas. Their findings revealed a decrease in the 

interfibrillar distance from approximately 62 nm in the virgin cornea to 

approximately 56 nm in the treated cornea. Additionally, the study observed a 

decrease in fibril shell thickness from around 11 nm to approximately 9 nm as a 

result of cross-linking within proteoglycan core proteins. These changes 

contribute to the decreased spatial periods observed and are consistent with the 

proposed nsOCT method. Similar results regarding the structural changes 

associated with the CXL process have been reported by other studies as well. Ho, 

Leona TY et al. [46], Freund et al. [47], and Cheng et al. [48] have all provided 

evidence supporting these findings, further validating the agreement between 

their results and the proposed nsOCT method. Other studies have also reported 

similar results in rabbit, porcine, and sheep corneas. For instance, Sally Hayes 

[20, 24] found that the fiber diameter of in vitro porcine corneas increased, while 

the interfibrillar spacing decreased. Ex vivo CXL treatment on sheep corneal 

tissue samples was associated with slight decreases in collagen intermolecular 

spacing. 

To investigate the specific contribution of corneal cross-linking treatment to the 

observed structural alterations, a control experiment was conducted to assess the 

impact of factors like dehydration. In this control experiment, a bovine eye was 

subjected to the same CXL procedure described previously, with the exception 

that half of the cornea was shielded from UVA illumination. By blocking UVA 

exposure to a portion of the cornea, any structural changes observed in that 

specific region can be attributed to factors other than corneal cross-linking, such 

as dehydration. This control experiment allows for a comparison between the 

treated and untreated regions of the cornea, providing insights into the specific 

effects of the cross-linking treatment. In the control experiment, the virgin cornea 

was imaged immediately after epithelial removal. Figure 5.11(a) displays the 
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intensity-based OCT image of the virgin cornea, while figure 5.11(b) presents the 

corresponding nsOCT image. Subsequently, riboflavin was applied to the entire 

cornea and allowed to sit for 30 minutes in a dark environment. In the final step, 

a long-pass filter was utilized to block UVA illumination in the right half of the 

cornea, as illustrated in figure 5.11(c). Consequently, the corneal cross-linking 

treatment only took place in the left half of the cornea, as the UVA light was 

unable to reach the right half. Upon analysis, it was observed that the spatial 

period of the left half of the cornea measured 647.9 nm, while the right half 

measured 653.6 nm. These measurements indicate a decreased spatial period in 

the left half of the cornea following CXL treatment. The nsOCT image 

corresponding to this experiment is shown in figure 5.11(d), revealing the 

nanoscale structural differences between the left and right halves of the same 

cornea.  

 

Fig. 5.11 A control experiment with the cornea half blocked from UVA 

irradiation. (a, b) Conventional intensity-based OCT and nsOCT images of the 

virgin cornea. (c) The conventional OCT image of the half cross-linked cornea 

using a UVA irradiation block on the right half. (d) The corresponding nsOCT 

image of the half cross-linked cornea, illustrating the nanoscale structural 
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difference between the left half and right half in the same B-scan. The colour 

bar presents the spatial periods with unit nanometre. 

By comparing the treated and untreated halves of the cornea in this control 

experiment, the specific impact of corneal cross-linking treatment can be 

evaluated. The observed differences in spatial periods and the corresponding 

nsOCT images provide evidence that the structural alterations observed in the 

cornea are indeed a result of the CXL treatment, independent of factors like 

dehydration. These findings reinforce the role of corneal cross-linking in inducing 

nanoscale structural changes within the cornea. 

 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

This chapter explained that the nano-structural changes inside ex vivo bovine 

cornea associated with CXL treatment can be clearly detected by the proposed 

over-sampling nsOCT method. The results have shown that the spatial periods 

inside corneal stroma increased slightly after 30 minutes riboflavin instillation 

but decreased significantly after 30 min UVA irradiation. En face nsOCT images 

at different corneal depths have also confirmed the consistent consequences, 

demonstrating the nanoscale structural size decreases after the CXL treatment.   

The proposed over-sampling nsOCT method can be easily implemented using 

existing OCT systems, without the need for additional components. This makes 

it a relatively straightforward technique to apply in in vivo tissues and facilitates 

its translation to clinical use as a novel imaging system. The fast and non-invasive 

nature of this method, combined with its nanoscale sensitivity, makes it a 

promising tool for diagnostic assessment associated with corneal cross-linking 

(CXL) treatment. It has the potential to serve as an indicator of treatment efficacy 

and provide valuable real-time feedback from patient's tissue during the 

procedure. Future research will focus on implementing this method for in vivo 
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corneal imaging during CXL treatment. This includes monitoring the nanoscale 

structural variations at different stages of the treatment process and assessing the 

postoperative outcomes. By utilizing the over-sampling nsOCT method in 

clinical settings, it may be possible to enhance the monitoring and evaluation of 

CXL treatment, leading to improved patient care and treatment optimization. 

Furthermore, to accurately measure the physical spatial period or precise 

nanoscale structural size differences, it is essential to incorporate the exact 

refractive value. This aspect could be taken into consideration in future studies. 

Overall, the application of the over-sampling nsOCT method in in vivo corneal 

imaging holds great promise and opens up new possibilities for real-time, high-

resolution assessment of structural changes in the cornea during CXL treatment 

and beyond.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and future work 

 

The thesis is dedicated towards development of a broadband fibre-based high-

resolution spectral-domain OCT system for the extraction and quantification of 

morphological changes at the sub-micron length scales of biological tissue. 

Specifically, nsOCT models in combination with conventional OCT 

measurements are explored for the quantification of ultra-structural information 

on tissue, which are otherwise invisible in conventional OCT measurements. The 

ability of such nsOCT techniques has been investigated and implemented to ex 

vivo tissues in the context of tissue structural characterisation and diagnosis, with 

early indications revealing that the developed methods hold substantial potential 

and need further investigation. This thesis work is divided into two categories: 

technical developments of the SDOCT system using supercontinuum light source 

and imaging applications using SDOCT in conjunction with nsOCT approach. 

In chapter 1, we described the earlier medical imaging techniques and their 

advantages and disadvantages. Then we described the advantages of light-based 

imaging systems to investigate the biological fundamentals of life. Further, we 

discussed the details history of OCT since the invention and its various imaging 

applications in clinical and industrial research.   

In chapter 2, we discussed basic working principles, theoretical framework, and 

key performance metrics of the optical coherence tomography. Three types of 

OCT were introduced including time-domain, spectral-domain, and swept-source 

OCTs. Also, this chapter described the advantages of Fourier domain OCT 

compared to earlier development of the TDOCT. Various key performance 

metrics such as central wavelength and spectral range of the light source, axial 

resolution, lateral resolution, depth of focus, total imaging depth, roll-off and 

sensitivity were discussed in this chapter. Further, a brief description of OCT 
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applications in all different aspects were discussed, mainly based on biomedical 

research and clinical or industrial applications.  

In chapter 3, we presented design of a fibre-based HR-SDOCT system and 

evaluation of a simple air-wedge method to compare axial resolution directly. At 

first, we described low-cost construction of the air-wedges, which should be 

easily accessible for many laboratories, but also has the potential to work with 

commercially fabricated wedges. The characterization of the axial resolution with 

air-wedges provides the opportunity to work with different AR coatings 

compared to using conventional mirrors. Future developments could also include 

the use of custom optical mounts that allow direct adjustment of the wedge 

spacing and slope. Further studies will be carried out to characterize the noise of 

the develop system and its impact on images. Nevertheless, the air-wedge also 

provides some information of the uncertainty of reproducing a PSF, which may 

be of interest for high NA image quality quantification.   

In this chapter, we described the feasibility of using a broad bandwidth fibre-

based OCT system in conjunction with a high-NA sample lens to improve the 

isometric shape of the image voxels. Specifically using broad bandwidth light 

source, we show improved structural visibility in B-frame and en face images. 

After quantitative contrast to noise ratio (CNR) comparison, it is confirmed that 

high-resolution system improved the structural visibility.   

To characterised the HR-SDOCT system several OCT key parameters have been 

optimized such as axial resolution, lateral resolution and sensitivity. The axial 

resolution of the HR-SDOCT was calculated to be 3.7 microns based on the 

spectral bandwidth at FWHM and was measured with a Gaussian fit on the data 

recorded from the sample mirror to be 3.8 microns. The measured sensitivity roll-

off from 109 dB to about 94 dB over a depth range of about 1 mm. The lateral 

resolution at the focal plane of the objective lens was simulated using Zemax for 

a scan range of 2 mm and it was 6 microns. The image of the USAF target showed 
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experimental lateral resolution 5.5 microns, which is the width of a single 

element. We compared axial resolution with a Telesto III system that is specified 

with 5.5 microns in air.  The HR-SDOCT has about 1.4 times better axial 

resolution. The air-wedge analysis provided a mean axial resolution of 13 

microns for the Telesto and 11 microns for the HR-SDOCT, which is about 1.2 

times better axial resolution of the HR-SDOCT. 

The improved image quality in conjunction to isometric image voxel geometry is 

of major interest for conventional OCT imaging. With the newly developed 

nanosensitive OCT (nsOCT) gives advantage from the extended spectral 

bandwidth which allows access to a wider distribution of spatial frequencies, and 

it improves the dynamic range of the length scale sensitivity. Using advanced 

signal and image processing techniques (nsOCT), we have characterized the ex 

vivo biological tissues to detect sub-micron morphological changes. 

 

In chapter 4, we described differences between the structural changes with 

nanoscale sensitivity of healthy and lesional/cancerous regions from human skin 

tissues. The structural information with nanoscale sensitivity cannot be detected 

using conventional OCT, but nsOCT approach can clearly detect the healthy and 

lesional/cancerous regions with intervening margin area. The nsOCT 

demonstrated the ability to detect the depth-resolved structural changes with 

nanoscale sensitivity within a 3D tissue at different depths. By increasing the 

sensitivity of OCT to nanoscale structural changes within the sample, the 

described approach bridges the gap between high resolution imaging and 

enhanced depth of imaging in OCT. The detected dynamic range of the nanometre 

length scale sensitivity of the tissue structure depends on the illumination source’s 

spectral bandwidth. The chapter described the advantages of using of broadband 

light source like supercontinuum laser. The detected broader spectral range 

revealed the additional structural information. This chapter also presented a 
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comparative study between nsOCT and confocal microscopy for detecting the 

nanometre scale structural changes at different bandwidths of structural sizes. 

This comparative study shows a similar trend to the nsOCT results. A 

corresponding study with other bandwidths of the lower spatial frequencies was 

done using histological images. The histology image analysis results follow 

similar trend as both nsOCT and confocal microscopy results, the measured 

spatial period, or dominant structural sizes in the lesional region is higher 

compared to the healthy region. 

The techniques presented in this chapter can be used as a tool to detect and 

monitor skin cancer at an early stage, possibly in a pre-invasive phase, which may 

facilitate early clinical intervention. Implementation in real-time would allow 

more confident surgery about the marginal area of the skin cancer region and 

possible reduce the hospital stay/revisit. For this studies all the tissue samples 

used were collected post-operatively, following pathological confirmation of the 

histological diagnosis. To further develop this technique for in vivo imaging 

applications is required. Especially in clinical imaging during the biopsy process 

and comparison with the nsOCT technique to detect the healthy and 

lesional/cancerous region along with the marginal area is needed. The nsOCT 

technique can be used to study the morphological changes of cancerous cells 

compared to normal cells where the conventional OCT is used. The nanoscale 

structural changes at the beginning stage of disease progression can be captured 

more efficiently using nsOCT. 

In chapter 5, we demonstrated that the structural changes with nanoscale 

sensitivity inside ex vivo bovine cornea associated with CXL treatment and 

clearly detected by the proposed over-sampling nsOCT method. Several groups 

of samples have consistently shown that the spatial periods inside corneal stroma 

increased slightly after 30 minutes riboflavin instillation but decreased 

significantly after 30 min UVA irradiation. En face nsOCT images at different 
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corneal depths have also confirmed the consistent consequences demonstrating 

the nanoscale structural size decreases after the CXL treatment.   

The proposed method can be implemented using the existing OCT system without 

any additional components, therefore it can be relatively straightforward to be 

applied in in vivo tissues and translated to clinical use as a novel imaging system. 

Due to its fast, non-invasive detection method and nanoscale sensitivity, this 

unique technology has the potential to be an indicator in diagnostic assessment 

associated with CXL treatment, and possibly to be a real-time monitoring tool in 

clinics as a fast way to receive feedback from patient’s tissue samples. Further 

studies will be carried out to implement this method for in vivo corneal detections 

associated with CXL treatment, including monitoring the nanoscale structural 

variations at the different treatment stages and for postoperative assessment.  

 

 

 


